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MS spa 
Via A. Meucci, 2 - Z.I., Teolo - Padova / Italia
Ph. +39 049 8978743  +39 049 8978744   
Fax  +39 049 8978780
info@ms-italia.com  -  www.ms-italia.com

IT ALWAYS FEELS BETTER TO BE FIRST,  

ESPECIALLY WHEN IT COMES TO TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.

Anywhere in the world we are always available, with our specialized 
engineers, to assist you and supply the best “on site” services.
Throughout the life cycle of the plant or just for the single equipment, 
we stand by your side by granting maximum reliability, updated 
technologies and, of course, Italian know-how.
The best performance of your plant is guaranteed by specifically 
structured maintenance programs in addition to timely repair 
interventions. HALL 1 - STAND C07
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Your pasta is at the center of it all

Industrial results confirm the value of our research: 
the technology behind our GPL 180 meets and 
exceeds all existing quality standards. Once again, 
an extraordinary innovation for the sector.
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www.anselmoitalia.com

Visit us at Hall 3 Booth B20 

Future proof technology, for pasta.

Thanks to 40 years of experience and constant 
technological evolution, Anselmo has become one 
of the most important companies worldwide. Today 
our pasta factory equipments, fully manufactured 
in the two Italian production sites, are present in 
25 countries of 4 continents: we reached this goal 
thanks to the quality of our production, the use 
of advanced technologies, the commitment and 
expertise of our staff.

Anselmo Impianti S.r.l. - Bene Vagienna (Cn) - ITALY - Tel. +39 0172654755 
anselmo@anselmoitalia.com - www.anselmoitalia.com
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5NEW

SEMOLINA HP55®
With the new Semolina HP55, Golfetto Sangati 
marks another turning point in the most 
decisive stage of the milling process.

The HP55 is the only purifier with four rows of 
superimposed sieves.  The HP55 boasts a 10% 
increase in purification surface, while 
decreasing overall machine footprint by more 
than 10%.  The design offers precision air-flow 
control by having four adjustment points per 
sieve length for a total  of 12 control points.

As reliable and robust as the HP50 from which 
it is derived, the Semolina HP55 is at the top of 
its category for the classification accuracy of 
the semolina, extraction efficiency, productive 
capacity and functional efficiency.

www.golfettosangati.com 
info@golfettosangati.com  
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Presstrapen & Sfoglia 1300:
the best recipe for a

FLEXIBLE PLANT

SFOGLIA 1300 STAMPING MACHINES
PRESSTRAPEN CUTTING GROUP

WWW.NICCOLAI.COM
NICCOLAI TRAFILE

Fiera Milano - Milan, Italy 
May 29 - June 1  2018

HALL 3 - Stand D18
VISIT US

Fiera Milano - Milan, Italy 
May 29 - June 1  2018

HALL 3 - Stand D18
VISIT US



HAMMERS

PLATE

SIEVES

VARIOUS ACCESSORIES FOR
FLOUR AND FEED MILLS
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PIETRO, GIUSEPPE & C.  s.a.s 

50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE TO BETTER 
THE MILLING FUTURE

www.loporcaro.it

LOPORCARO 2017.indd   2 27/03/17   12:35



www.ocrim.com
IPACK-IMA 2018 (Milan, 29 May-1June) Booth B35-C34

www.paglierani.com

Welcome into the World of  Wisdom...

“fatti non foste a viver come bruti, 
ma per seguir virtute e canoscenza.”

“you were not born to live like brutes, 
but to follow virtue and knowledge.”
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GROUP PACK srl
Strada del lavoro 71
47892 Acquaviva
Republic of San Marino
Tel. +378 0549 91.11.86
fax +378 0549 95.74.61
www.group-pack.com
info@group-pack.com

This is possible now 
thanks to the innovative 
and patented ultrasonic 
welding system! Another 
Paolino Barosi’s intuition 
that has materialized, 
creating the fastest 
ultrasonic welding 
system on the market. 
Downtime of your 
bagging machines 
for valve bags will no 
longer exist, resulting in 
maximum yield. 

ULTRASONIC WELDING for valve 
bags which maintains the same  
bagging machine’s production rate 

Plants installed at:
RUREDIL, Milano/Italy
GRUPPO PAREX DAVCO, Cina
GRUPPO ABC, Manila/Filippine
PROSOL, Bergamo/Italy
GRUPPO UNICALCE, Amelia/Italy

Paolino Barosi
new 
system

concept by

•SICU
R

EZZA•VALO
RE

•Q
UA

LITÀ

‘Custom-made’ machinery and complete plants, for weighing, 
bagging, packing, handling, palletizing and wrapping

The seal of warranty 
for a complete sealing 
of the bag, without 
any loss of product

11
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BE THE ORIGINAL ORANGE MEANS

w w w. i t a l v i b r a s . c o m

The electric vibrators since 1959

QUALITY - PEOPLE - INNOVATION - MADE IN ITALY

ADV_01_2017_173x246.indd   1 17/02/2017   15:05:49



Since 1962 plants and machines for m
illin

g industr
y

TE
L +

39 049 8848090  FA
X +39 049 8848070  info@sicom-italy.com  www.sicom-italy.com

T R A D I T I O N  &  I N N O V A T I O N

S.COM 173_246.indd   1 20/03/14   15:53
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Pipe Couplings
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MACHINES AND PLANTS
FOR FOOD INDUSTRY,
FEED AND CHEMICAL

S.I.R.C.E.M. C.M. S.p.A.
Uffi ci e Stab.: Via A. Diaz, 19
84018 SCAFATI (SA) ITALY
Tel. +39 081 8631205 (r.a.)
Fax +39 081 8630301
sircem@sircem.it - www.sircem.it

SIRCEM doppia engl_2017.indd   1 29/03/17   11:10

MACHINES AND PLANTS
FOR FOOD INDUSTRY,
FEED AND CHEMICAL

GAMMA PRODUTTIVA

• Impianti completi di stoccaggio prodotti
 granulari e polverosi.
• Impianti completi di insilamento paste
 corte ed alimentazione confezionatrici.
• Impianti completi di dosaggio e
 miscelazione.
• Impianti di presminuzzatura e macinazione
 sfridi ed archetti di pasta.
• Trasporti pneumatici in compressione ed
 aspirazione.
• Trasporti meccanici: trasporti a nastro,
 a catena ed a coclea.
• Elevatori a tazze: verticali, inclinati ed
 a zanca.
• Filtri autopulenti e statici.
• Quadri di comando con P.L.C. e computer.

PRODUCTION RANGE

• Systems complete with granular and dusty
 product stockings.
• Systems complete with short format pasta
 ensilage and packaging machine feeding line.
• Systems complete with dosing and mixing
 units.
• Systems for scrap and waste pre-crumbling
 and grinding.
• Compression and suction pneumatic
 conveying lines.
• Mechanical conveyance: belt, chain and
 Archimedean screw conveyors.
• Vertical, sloped and Z bucket elevators.
• Static and self-cleaning fi lters.
• Control panels with P.L.C. and computer.

SIRCEM doppia engl_2017.indd   2 29/03/17   11:11
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CONSERVATION, HANDLING
AND GRAIN STORAGE

SOLUTIONS & SYSTEMS

360°
in Your Service

08
61

1
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26020 Corte de’ Cortesi con Cignone (CR)
Tel. 0372 / 926002 - E-mail: info@mazzolariricambi.it

MAZZOLARI Srl
1978-2013
35SPARE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

FOR MILLS AND AGRICULTURAL

QUALITY AND EXPERIENCE

MAKE THE DIFFERENCE!

Spare parts
for mills

Perforated
sheets and
wire nets

Accessories

and products
for the

maintenance

Visit our new websit
e

www.mazzolariricambi.it

MAKE THE DIFFERENCE!

  IMPAGINATO A4.indd   1 03/03/16   15:03
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OLI S.p.A. - Via Canalazzo, 35 - 41036 Medolla (MO), Italy - Tel.: +39 0535 41 06 11 - Fax: +39 0535 41 06 50 - olivibraolivibra.com

COMPLETE RANGE OF PRODUCTS, WORLDWIDE EX-STOCK DELIVERY

DESIGNED FOR MILLING 
OLI has created a line of electric, vibratory motors specific to

the milling sector and food industry. The line has been tested and certified
to meet the most stringent, international standards (ATEX, EAC, UL, CSA).

Reliability and high availability from over 50 subsidiaries worldwide
make OLI the international leader in vibration.

WWW.OLIVIBRA.COM

OLI MOTOVIBRATORS
MAXIMUM RELIABILITY. ALWAYS.

29 MAY - JUNE 1 2018 VISIT US 
HALL 3 - BOOTH A13PROCESSING & PACKAGING, FIERAMILANO



TECHNOLOGY FOOD INGREDIENTS

Bontà Infinite S.r.l. | Via Nazionale San Biagio, 127 | 98050 Terme Vigliatore (ME)

Tel. +39 0909783091 | Fax +39 0909783234 | www.natenzyme.com

www.natenzyme.com

NATENZYME W PLUS SS 30 it is recommended for 
increasing the w value and lowering at the same time 
the alveographic P/L value.
NATENZYME BISCUIT HP 3000 it highly reduces the 
values of W and P/L. exclusively for biscuits use.
NATENZYME REOLOGIC FH 30 it is recommended 
when more stability is needed in doughs and more 
volume is requested for the finished products.
NATENZYME NOODLE 30 it avoids the oxidation and 
browning during the production of fresh pasta and 
gives it more firmness during cooking.
NATENZYME STABILASE ELASTIC G 30 it is 
recommended for strong flours with a good protein 
content but low stability. It gives more stability and 
lowers the P/L value.

The line "NatEnzyme" of Bontà Infinite proposes to correct, standardize and vary the rheological 
and rheofermentographical characteristics of flours (alveograph, farinograph, extensograph, 
rheofermentograph, amylograph, falling number).

The Company can realize customized enzyme solutions, in order to solve single problems 
regarding rheological and rheofermentographical properties of flours, or, according to a specific 
request, supply multi-purpose enzyme complexes with controlled action.

NATENZYME BAKERY BISCUIT it replaces 
cysteine and deactivated yeast. it reduces the 
P/L value and elasticity index (IE).
NATENZYME BAKERY SOFT DOLCE it 
extends the shelf life and the softness. it is 
suitable for oven sweet and festivity products.
NATENZYME BAKERY SOFT SALATO it 
extends the shelf life and the softness. It is 
suitable for oven salty products.
NATENZYME ELASTIC LP it highly improves 
the stability in the farinograph without any 
e�ect on the alveographic P/L value.

26
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Via Socrate 17/A – 22070 CASNATE CON BERNATE (CO) Italy - Tel +39 031 523089 - Fax +39 031 523482
e-mail: mundialnyl@mundialnyl.it - www.mundialnyl.it

MUNDIALNYL
Accessories for pasta plants

belts for food dryers
technical  fabrics for the industry

Mundialnyl.qxp_Layout 1  06/03/15  11:41  Pagina 3
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C.M.F. Ferrari Carlo s.r.l. - Via Venezia, 3 - 25037 PONTOGLIO (BS)
Tel. +39 030 7376774 - Fax +39 030 7470892

www.cmf-italia.it
ferrari-giuseppe@cmf-italia.it - ferrari-alberto@cmf-italia.it

C.M.F.
Ferrari Carlo s.r.l.

plants for

CEREAL THERMAL FLAKING

FLAKES AND
CRUSHED CEREAL
performing 5-10 T/hour
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e 
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Rollers mm 1000X1200

Total weight: kg 24.000
NEW

DRIER - ROSTER
performing 5-10T/hour

COMPLETE
Starch Gelatinization!

CMF inglese_Layout 1  14/12/12  11:31  Pagina 1
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NATRO TECH
EVOLUTION
TOWARDS
THE FUTURE

NATRO-SEAL the ultrasonic sealing system for valve paper bags on conveyors.
Protects the fi lled product from external contamination, contamination such as dust, pests and insects.p

A 3-part sealing device. Simple to install on existing
production lines and adaptable to every customer request.

Once fi lled and loaded onto the conveyor belt, the valve
bag passes through various valve preparation stations
until its fi nal ultrasonic sealing.

✔ Production capacity up to 2,400 bags per hour
✔ Engineered to comply with the

ATEX Directive 2014/34/EU Zone 22 3D
✔ Substitution of existing fi lling machine not required
✔ No decrease on the production capacity

Natro Tech srl
Via Balilla, 32 - 24058 Romano di L.dia - Bergamo - Italy
Ph. +39 0363.916130 - Fax +39 0363.913299
info.natro-tech@mondigroup.com - www.mondigroup.com/natro

Recommended by

✔ SIMPLE TO BE USED

✔ LOWER MAINTENANCE

✔ 100% RELIABLE

AVAILABLE FOR EXISTING 

PRODUCTION LINES



Mixing, Batching, Grinding,
Storage and Transport Solutions.

BECCARIA SRL Via Sperino 46, 12030 Scarnafigi (CN) ITALY
Tel. [+39] 0175.274737 - Fax [+39] 0175.274748 - e-mail: beccaria@beccaria.it - www.beccaria.it - P. IVA/CF 02206800043

www.beccaria.it
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GAUSS MAGNETI SRL
Via S. Scaroni,1 - 25131 Fornaci - BS - Italy
Tel. +39 030 3582801 - Fax +39 030 3580517
info@gaussmagneti.i - www.gaussmagneti.i

1) magnetic plates for pipes, 
slides, and so on.
2) magnetic roll and detector for 
the separation of any magnetic 
and non magnetic particles.
3) magnetic for pipes and ducts.
4) magnetic drum in hermetic duct.

Gaussmagneti
THE SOLUTION TO AN ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE PROBLEM: MAGNETISM
GAUSS MAGNETI WITH ITS EQUIPMENTWORKS OUTFOR YOU NUMEROUS PROBLEMS 
CONCERNING THE RECOVERY OF METALLIC PARTS ANO THE PROTECTION OF YOUR 
PLANTS. WARRANTY OF CONSTANT MAGNETIZATION ON 20 YEARS TIME 

to fi nd 
a needle 
in a haystack

Q.M.S. certifi fi ed UNI EN ISO 9001:2015; Certif. N.° 9190.GAUS

Gauss inglese 2018.indd   2 05/04/18   10:03
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COMPLETE HANDLING SYSTEMS FOR BULK SOLID RAW MATERIAL 

DISCHARGE | LOADING | STORAGE | CONVEYING | FEEDING | DOSING

SPROCESSING EQUIPMENT

SIEVING | PRE-GRINDING | MILLING | MIXING

DUST | SCRAPS RECOVERY SYSTEMS

CMB Srl  Via Anconetta, 16 | 36063 Marostica VI - ITALY | Tel. +39 0424780176
Fax +39 0424 472 196 | E-mail: info@cmbsrl.com | www.cmbsrl.com

AG
RO

IN
D

US
TRY MACHINERY AND EQU

IPM
EN

T

- 36063 MAROSTICA - IT
ALY -w w w. c m b s r l . c o mAGROALIMENTARY PLANTS

Since 1948

37
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Get a good idea and stay with it.  Do it, and work at it until it’s done right. W. Disney

CUSINATO GIOVANNI S.R.L. - Via Monte Pelmo 8/11,  35018 S.Martino di Lupari (PD - Italy) - T. +39 049 9440146  info@cusinato.com - www.cusinato.com

As a sign of the constant evolution of 

the desire for quality and attention to the 

world around it, Cusinato’s story for more 

than fifty years is the story of a leadership 

vocation alongside its partners for success 

shared.

39
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SYSTEM OF RECEIPT
AND TRANSPORT LOLLA

MACHINES AND PLANTS FOR FOOD INDUSTRIES

I.M.M.A.C.  S.r.l.
Sede e Stabilimento: Via Strada Nuova, 25 - 27050 Codevilla (PV) Italy

Tel. +39 0383 373044 - Fax +39 0383 73835
www.immacsrl.com - info@immacsrl.com

IMMAC_Layout 1.indd   1 13/03/18   17:43
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CONCETTI S.p.A.
S.S. 75 Centrale Umbra km 4,190 Fraz. Ospedalicchio  
06083 BASTIA UMBRA  (Perugia) - Italy  Tel. +39 075 801.561 Fax +39 075 800.0894 

www.conce t t i . com
sa les@concet t i . com

Turnkey system for the petfood industry 
                                                         designed for small bags

■ Fully automatic format change in 
                                     seconds 90”
■ PATENTED double filling spouts
   with automatic adjustment

■ Filling system featuring two 
    bag spouts
■ Multi head weigher for high 
    accuracy

■ Designed for bags from 0.3 to 4 kg
■ Capacity up to 2000 bags/hour

Modified 
Atmosphere 
Packaging 
(MAP)

Optional Advanced Device

Join us at 

Pav.1  Stand  B27
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Tecnica Molitoria International is published once a year with a circulation of 6,500 free 
copies either sent by air mail or distributed at international exhibitions. Furthermore it is 
sent to over 18,500 email addresses.
If your company is not yet in the mailing list and you wish to receive the next issue, please 
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Flatbreads:
ancient products 
with a future life

Keywords: Flatbreads, 
local traditions, gluten-free, 
fortification, nutritional 
patterns, functional bread

SOMMARIO

After a description of the production of flatbreads, with a particular 
focus on the baking methods, this article reviews the food technology 
studies on flatbreads over the last ten years. Due to its widespread 
geographical distribution and high frequency of consumption, 
flatbread has been considered a suitable carrier for increasing the 
dietary intake of several microelements and vitamins. Furthermore, 
the addition of several functional ingredients to flatbread formulation 
has been widely experimented, mostly of vegetable origin (legume 
flours and protein isolates, fruit by-products, fenugreek seeds, white 
mulberry extract, tomato pomace), but also of animal origin, such as 
whey-based ingredients. Other important research topics regarding 
flatbreads include quality improvement and shelf life extension, as 
well as gluten-free formulations.
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CLASSIFICATION AND METHODS 
FOR MAKING FLATBREADS

Flatbreads are very versatile products and can be 
made from flours of different raw materials. The 
dough can show different degrees of consistency, 
can be leavened or not, and can be baked in many 
different ways, therefore the generic name of “flat-
bread” includes a multitude of different products, but 
always showing a reduced thickness, up to a few cen-
timetres (Pasqualone, 2017).

Although some types of flatbreads are produced in 
South and Central America, the highest diffusion and 
diversification of flatbreads occurs in the Middle East, 
North Africa and Central Asia (Pasqualone, 2018).

In fig. 1 the various types of flatbread are classified 
according to dough consistency, leavening, layered 

Fig. 1 - Classification of 
flatbreads according to dough 

consistency, leavening, layered 
structure, and baking mode.
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or non-layered structure of the finished product, and 
baking mode.

Several types of flatbreads are made by pouring semi-
fluid batters onto cooking plates. These batters, often 
obtained from gluten free cereals or from legumes, such 
as teff, sorghum, maize, rice, or black beans, are usually 
fermented. Other flatbreads involve the preparation of 
a more consistent dough, usually wheat-based, which 
is rolled before baking. In this case, the dough can be 
either unleavened, as in the case of the Turkish yufka 
(fig. 2), the Indian chapatti and roti, and the Lebanese 
marquq bread, or leavened. When leavened, flatbreads 
can be either very thin or relatively thick. The thicker 
breads, all classifiable as 
“single-layer”, can be 
punched to prevent ex-
cessive expansion during 
baking, as is usally done for 
the Turkish pide (fig. 3). 
Knuckles or metal punches 
can be used. The latter 
can also assume a deco-
rative function, as for the 
Uzbek bread patyr (fig. 4), 
whose traditional punches 
are called chekich (figs. 5 

Fig. 2 - Turkish pide.

Fig. 3 - Turkish yufka.

Fig. 4 - Uzbek patyr.
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and 6). When the dough is rolled to a thin layer and is 
not punched, it will puff during baking (fig. 7) and will 
deflate with successive cooling. Therefore, this kind of 
flat bread will show an internal cavity or “pocket” and 
will be characterized by a “double layered” structure. 
Typical examples of pocket breads are pita, the Syrian 
khobz (which simply means “bread” in Arabic) and the 
Egyptian baladi bread (Faridi and Rubenthaler, 1984; 
Pahwa et al., 2016) (figs. 8 and 9).

BAKING FLATBREADS

All flatbreads are cooked very quickly, given the re-
duced thickness, so their colour remains rather light 
and the crust is poorly developed. Since ancient times 
the most simple baking methods for flatbreads have 
remained almost unchanged over time. For example, 
flatbreads can be baked on red-hot pebbles, such as 
sangak bread (fig. 10), or on convex or flat metal 

Fig. 5 - Punches, 
called chekich, 
used in the 
preparation of 
Uzbek patyr.

Fig. 6 - Punching the patyr.

Fig. 7 - Dough puffing during 
the baking step of the Egyptian 

baladi.
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cooking plates, named tava or tawa in India and Pa-
kistan, daawo in Yemen, saç in Turkey (fig. 11), and 
saj from Palestine to Syria (Pasqualone, 2017). An-
other, very particular, baking system typically used 
for flatbreads is represented by the “vertical ovens”, 
i.e. cylindrical or truncated cone-shaped structures of 
terracotta (Bazzana, 1996; Mulder-Heymans 2002), 

Fig. 8 - Egyptian baladi.

Fig. 9 - Syrian double layered 
khobz.

Fig. 10 - Saç ready for baking Turkish yufka.

Fig. 11 - Iranian Nan-e Sangak baked on hot pebbles, whose imprint is 
visible on the surface of the bread
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named tannur or tannour in Syria, Iraq, Yemen and 
Saudi Arabia (fig. 12), tandir in Turkey and Uzbek-
istan, and tandoor in India, Pakistan and Afghanistan 
(Pasqualone, 2017).

Traditionally, vertical ovens are wood-burning and 
have an opening at the top (fig. 13), which replaces the 
front one in dome ovens. In fact, baking takes place by 
making the bread, introduced from above, adhere to 
the inside walls of the oven (fig. 14) with the aid of 
a “bread cushion” or by hand. Of course, flatbread 
loaves are not very heavy, therefore the adhesion of 
the loaf to the wall, due to gelatinized starch, is suf-
ficient to keep the bread in the right position, at least 
while the loaf is moist.

Vertical ovens can be portable, in which case they 
are simply placed on the ground, or can be fixed (fig. 
15) (Parker and Uzel, 2007). Large vertical ovens can 
be placed with a pronounced inclination and therefore 
appear horizontal, as the Uzbek tandir (fig. 16). In 
this case, the almost horizontal position makes the 
vertical oven resemble a domed one, but the way 
of using it remains that of the vertical oven. Bread 

Fig. 12 - Tannur on sale in Syria. Fig. 13 - Ignition of the tannur.

Fig. 14 - Bread being baked on the 
inner walls of tannur.

Fig. 15 - Tannur in a rural area in 
Syria.
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Fig. 16 - Uzbek tandir, placed 
almost horizontally.

is pressed onto the inner side walls of the oven, up 
to the vault (fig. 17). Also modern versions of ver-
tical ovens, electric or gas fuelled, are now available. 
In addition, automatic bread-making lines have been 
developed for the industrial production of both single 
and double-layered flatbreads, equipped with tunnel 
ovens with moving floor.

THE GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION 
OF STUDIES REGARDING FLATBREADS

A systematic search in the scientific database “Web 
of Science core collection” for articles whose title 
contains the words “flatbread” results in 189 items 
published from 2008 to 2017, of which 71 mentioned 
“flatbread” in the title. The majority of these articles 
(58%) have been published in the last five years, in-
dicating an increasing interest in traditional products 
such as flatbreads which, besides being nutritious, are 
the expression of a local culture.

In the last ten years, Indian flatbreads have been the 
most studied (14 articles contain “Indian flatbread” in 
the title), followed by Iranian flatbreads (6 articles). 
All the other geographical areas contributed with at 
least one article. However, more in detail, the most 
studied has been the Iranian barbari bread, with 18 

Fig. 17 - Uzbek patyr being baked 
on the inner walls of tandir.
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papers mentioning it in the title, followed by another 
Iranian bread, namely the sangak bread (11 articles). 
Then follows the Indian chapatti/chapatti (9 articles), 
parotta (5 articles) and naan (4 articles). The Egyptian 
baladi bread and the Armenian and Iranian lavash 
have been considered in 4 articles each. The Ethi-
opian injera is mentioned in the title of a single study.

It is worth noting that, in this framework, very little 
attention has been given to the Italian flatbreads such 
as, for example, carasau and piadina, which in the last 
ten years, have only been mentioned in one article 
title each, in spite of the fact that these products rep-
resent a strong point for local economy, being con-
sumed in the areas of production and beyond.

RESEARCH TRENDS FOR FLATBREADS

As well as quality definition and improvement, the 
main research trends regarding flatbreads are related 
to the nutritional and health aspects, as for all other 
foods. In particular, according to the Web of Science 
database, in the last ten years 36% of articles (28 out 
of 77) contained the words “quality” and “flatbreads” 
in the title, and 10% of studies mentioned “fortifi-
cation/fortified” together with “flatbreads” in the 
title. In addition, 10% focused on “storage” variations 
of flatbreads and another 10% on the improvement 
of “shelf life” in flatbreads. The remaining papers fo-
cused on antioxidant activity, glycemic index control, 
gluten-free formulation, and process automation.

SHELF LIFE IMPROVEMENT

The shelf life of flatbreads has been the object 
of several studies because the social structure of 
the areas of production has progressively changed 
from rural to urban, and buying bread everyday has 
become less convenient. Similarly to conventional 
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hearth bread, the most used strategies to extend 
the shelf life of flatbreads have been the use of sour-
dough and enzymes such as α-amylase (Cevoli et al., 
2015; Nanjappa et al., 1999); maltodextrines (Shaikh 
et al., 2008); polyols (Pourfarzad et al., 2011) acting 
as plasticizers; emulsifiers such as the monoglyc-
erides (glycerol monostearate and sodium stearoyl 
lactylate), able to form a complex with helical regions 
of starch hampering starch retrogradation (Abu-
Ghoush et al., 2008a); antimicrobial agents such as 
fumaric acid, sodium propionate, or mixtures of the 
two (Abu-Ghoush et al., 2008b); the application of 
frozen storage (Majzoobi et al., 2011). A very recent 
study demonstrated that the water-binding ability of 
aloe vera powder (Aloe barbadensis L.), due to the 
abundant polysaccharides contained in the paren-
chyma tissue of leaves, is able to retard the staling 
process of Iranian barbari bread (Jafari and Hosseini 
Ghaboos, 2018).

FORTIFICATION AND FUNCTIONALIZATION

Due to its widespread geographical distribution 
and high frequency and regularity of consumption, 
flatbread has been considered a suitable carrier for 
increasing the dietary intake of several microele-
ments and vitamins. For example, flatbreads have 
been fortified with iron (Alam et al., 2007; El Guindi 
et al., 1988) and vitamins D3 and D2 (Tabibian et 
al., 2017).

The addition of several functional ingredients 
to flatbread formulation has also been largely ex-
perimented. Fenugreek seeds (Trigonella foenum-
graecum L.), known to have an effect on postprandial 
blood glucose levels, have been added to flatbread 
formulation, leading to significant reductions in gly-
cemic response and glycemic index at 10% substi-
tution level (Indrani et al., 2010, 2011; Robert et al., 
2016). Lowering the glycemic index has also been the 
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reason for using a newly developed “atta” mix (the 
traditional Indian name for wholemeal flour) (Dubat, 
2012) containing bengal gram (Cicer arietinum L.), 
psyllium husk (Plantago ovata Forsk), and debittered 
fenugreek flour (Radhika et al., 2010). Similarly, the 
addition of chia mucilage (Salvia hispanica L.) has 
been useful in lowering the glycemic index of flat-
bread, although the results depended on the bread 
portion (crust showed better results than crumb) 
(Salgado-Cruz et al., 2017).

Fruit by-products, such as apple pomace, papaya 
peel, and watermelon rinds, opportunely pow-
dered, have been used to prepare hypoglycemic 
versions of the unleavened Indian flat bread thepla 
(Waghmare and Arya, 2014). Of these, papaya peel 
powder produced the greatest reduction in the gly-
cemic index. All fruit by-products, however, due 
to their high water absorption capacity, resulted in 
an increased dough stickiness, which eventually re-
sulted in an improvement in the texture of thepla 
bread (Waghmare and Arya, 2014). Banana peel 
powder, a fruit by-product which has been tested 
by Kurhade et al. (2016), increased the softness and 
pliability in chapatti and also contributed several 
bioactive constituents, such as phenolic and fla-
vonoid compounds.

Dietary fibre from various sources has been added 
to flatbread formulation due to the known benefits of 
fibre in reducing the risk of chronic diseases such as 
diabetes, cardiovascular disease and certain cancers 
(Jacobs and Gallaher, 2004; Larsson et al., 2005; 
Murtaugh et al., 2003). In particular, wheat bran 
(Başman and Köksel, 2001) and barley fibre-rich frac-
tions (Izydorczyk et al., 2008) have been added to 
flatbread. However, phytic acid, which is the major 
storage form of phosphorus in cereals, legumes, and 
oily seeds, is typically found in the outer layers of 
cereal grains. In order to limit the drawbacks of bran, 
i.e to improve mineral bioavailability, phytic acid levels 
may be decreased by phytase. Mosharraf et al. (2009) 
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have, instead, proposed the addition of hydrother-
maled wheat bran to sangak Iranian flat bread. In fact, 
the incubation of wheat bran at pH 5.2 and at a tem-
perature of 55 °C for various periods of time can in-
crease the levels of inorganic phosphorus and inositol 
phosphates lowering the level of phytic acid (Larsson 
and Sandberg, 1992).

Legumes have been frequently added to flatbread 
formulation in order to improve the nutritional 
patterns, especially in terms of proteins, essential 
amino acid profile, and minerals. In fact, the nutri-
tional quality of wheat proteins is lower than legume 
proteins because it has low levels of lysine, me-
thionine, and threonine (Kulp, 1988). The addition 
of either chickpea (Cicer arietinum) or pigeon pea 
(Cajanus cajan) flour increased the content of min-
erals such as phosphorous, zinc, iron and calcium, 
as well as the protein efficiency ratio of flatbread 
(Sharma et al., 1995). Lupin (Lupinus albus), used 
together with buckwheat and oat flours, signifi-
cantly increased the protein content without af-
fecting the sensory properties when used at a level 
of 10% (Levent et al., 2012). 

The interest in lupin is due to the content of pro-
teins and fibre as well as bioactive compounds 
such as isoflavons and phytosterols (Al Omari et 
al., 2016). Other authors verified that lupin alone, 
even up to a level of 20%, achieved a nutritional 
improvement without affecting the physical and 
sensory properties of flatbread (Al Omari and 
Abdul-Hussain, 2013). However, the potential 
benefits of lupin can be limited by the presence of 
alkaloids, which could confer a bitter taste when 
incorporated in foods. It was observed that seed 
germination increases the concentration and ac-
tivity of phenolic and phytosterol compounds (Ru-
miyati and Jayasena, 2013) and reduces antinutri-
tional compounds such as phytate, trypsin inhib-
itors and alkaloids through physiological changes 
(Mohamed and Rayas-Duarte, 1995). Therefore, 
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germinated lupin flour has been profitably used in 
flatbread production (Al Omari et al., 2016). Red 
kidney beans (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) have also been 
added, after being opportunely sprouted for 72 hrs, 
which did not result in a remarkable increase in 
protein content but allowed a significant increase 
of in vitro protein digestibility in flatbread (Viswa-
nathan and Ho, 2014).

Soy, peanut and cotton seed flour increased the 
lysine content (Bhat and Vivian, 1980). Also legume 
protein isolates have been succesfully used for the 
same purpose (Tinaysp et al., 1985). Kidney bean and 
black gram (Vigna mungo) flours have been proposed 
by Wani et al. (2016) to improve chapati formulation, 
but the colour, taste, aroma, breakability, and overall 
acceptability decreased significantly at levels of more 
than 15%. In this regard, a significant effect on the 
particle size of pulse flour (navy and pinto bean flours) 
has been observed in the quality of pita bread (Borsuk 
et al., 2012).

The addition of amaranth (Amaranthus tricolor) 
leaves to puris Indian bread allowed to increase the 
calcium, iron and β-carotene content (Parimala and 
Sudha, 2015).

Other more unusual functionalizations have in-
volved the use of white mulberry (Morus alba L.), 
a plant used in traditional Far Eastern medicine. 
The addition of mulberry extract has been able to 
increase the antioxidant activity of paratha Indian 
bread (Przeor and Flaczyk, 2016). Tomato pomace 
powder, instead, contributed relevant amounts of 
lycopene to barbari bread (Majzoobi et al., 2011).

A “traditional functionalization” is obtained by 
sprinkling sesame seeds (Sesamum indicum L.) over 
the surface of flat breads, which is a very common 
practice. Sesame seeds possess a considerable an-
tioxidant activity, partly due to a high level of phe-
nolic compounds (Chang et al., 2002). It has been 
proven that the incorporation of sesame seeds in 
bakery products at suitable levels may satisfy the 
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recommended daily dietary allowances of minerals, 
because they are rich in calcium, phosphorous, and 
iron (Alyemeni et al., 2011). Similarly, defatted 
flour of black cumin (Nigella sativa), also named 
black caraway, has been used to increase zinc, po-
tassium, phosphorous, iron, and copper as well 
as the protein content of flatbread (Osman et al., 
2014).

Finally, in the category of functional ingredients of 
animal origin, it is worth mentioning whey-based in-
gredients, which can be customized to meet specific 
protein, minerals and lactose compositions. Typically 
a waste product of the cheese manufacturing process, 
whey and whey protein products can be used for a 
wide range of functional and nutritional properties 
(De Wit, 1998; Ha and Zemel, 2003; McIntosh et 
al., 1998; Morr and Ha, 1993; Smithers, 2008). They 
can enhance crust browning, crumb structure and 
flavour, improve toasting qualities and delay staling. 
Whey proteins have been added to lavash (Jooy-
andeh, 2009), which increased surface brownness, 
and to parotta (Indrani et al., 2007), where up to 5% 
did not affect sensory properties.

FORMULATION 
OF GLUTEN-FREE FLATBREADS

Several flatbreads are naturally gluten-free be-
cause they are made from pseudo cereals or from ce-
reals other than wheat. In particular, anjero bread 
is made using sorghum or maize flour (Kamal-Eldin, 
2012), lahoh and kisra breads are made using sorghum 
flour (Lyons, 2016; Osman et al., 2010), injera bread 
is made using teff flour (Parker et al., 1989), pitha 
and dosa breads are made from a mixture of local rice 
flour and black beans. The production process of all 
these breads involve the preparation of a batter which 
is poured onto a hot metal disc giving a pancake-like 
flatbread.
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In addition, for those flatbreads which are usually 
wheat-based, and whose production process requires 
the preparation of a consistent and elastic dough, 
gluten-free versions have been created by adding hy-
drocolloids, such as xanthan gum, guar gum and car-
boxymethylcellulose (Pahwa et al., 2016), to mimic 
the viscoelastic properties of gluten. Hydrocolloids 
provide a range of functional properties which make 
them suitable to improve texture and control moisture 
loss during storage.

CONCLUSIONS

Traditional foods reflect cultural inheritance and 
have influenced contemporary dietary patterns. 
Bread is an ancient product, but it is modern at the 
same time. In fact, it can be considered the most 
widespread ready-to-eat food.

Social changes, occurring also in developing coun-
tries, where flat breads are largely consumed, have 
a significant impact on the development of the so-
called lifestyle diseases. Therefore, food companies 
can profit from the increasing demand for traditional 
foods, but at the same time have to increase their nu-
tritional and healthy features in order to fulfil the re-
quirements of modern consumers.

Flatbread is a suitable carrier for an array of bio-
active functionalizing compounds. Several functional 
ingredients have been experimented in flatbread for-
mulation, mostly of vegetable origin (legume flours 
and protein isolates, fruit by-products, fenugreek 
seeds, white mulberry extract, tomato pomace), but 
also of animal origin, such as whey-based ingredients. 
These functionalizations have allowed flatbreads to 
become increasingly popular, also outside the tradi-
tional areas of production. Quality improvement and 
shelf life extension, as well as gluten-free formula-
tions, have been other important research topics re-
garding flatbreads.
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Regarding the geographical distribution of the re-
search, however, it emerges that little attention has 
been given to the Italian flatbreads, in spite of the 
fact that these products represent a strong point for 
the local economy, being consumed in the areas of 
production and beyond. Greater research should be 
carried out to define quality and improve Italian flat 
breads, keeping traditions alive but without excluding 
innovation.
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tecnica molitoria

The Italian milling magazine
Tecnica Molitoria, since 1950

“Tecnica Molitoria International” is the English language son of the Italian month-
ly magazine “Tecnica Molitoria” published by Chiriotti Editori, which enjoys 
worldwide prestige as the most complete journal dealing with all branches of pasta 
making, wheat milling, feed mills, silos, and cereal research.

Tecnica Molitoria
The Italian language “Tecnica Molitoria” journal first appeared in 1950, and now runs 
12 issues each year. Technical and scientific articles by Italian and foreign experts 

The web page www.
tecnicamolitoria.com
where “Tecnica 
Molitoria” updated 
indexes can be found.
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“Tecnica Molitoria International” is freely available on-line to be viewed or downloaded at www.chiriottieditori.it/en/
tecnica-molitoria-international-en.html.

(with English abstracts), descriptions of new machinery, equipment, technologies 
and services, economical and legislative news, exhibition and congress reportages, 
and current activities are regularly published each month. The summaries of the 
technical and scientific articles published in the last and in the past issues of “Tecnica 
Molitoria” can be viewed at the English language web page www.tecnicamolitoria. 
com.
Further to the subscription of “Tecnica Molitoria” hard copy by air-mail, they are 
available the PDF for tablet and PC as well the iPad and iPhone subscriptions.

Tecnica Molitoria International
Since the year 2000 “Tecnica Molitoria International” is published as well. It is issued 
once a year completely in English language. This magazine is sent abroad for free, in 
order to promote the Italian technology, machinery, and research worldwide.
“Tecnica Molitoria International” is also available on-line for free, together with 
several other English language technical magazines of Chiriotti Editori publishing 
house, at the web page www.chiriottieditori.com (click “Digital magazines”).
(Chiriotti Editori - Viale Rimembranza 60 - 10064 Pinerolo - TO - Italy - Tel. +39 
0121 393127 - Fax +39 0121 794480 - www.chiriottieditori.com)

http://www.chiriottieditori.it/en/tecnica-molitoria-international-en.html
http://www.chiriottieditori.it/en/tecnica-molitoria-international-en.html
http://www.chiriottieditori.com
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museums

The Freidano Ecomuseum

The Freidano Ecomuseum (www.
ecomuseodelfreidano.it) takes its 
name from the canal that provided 
energy for the earliest industrial ac-
tivities in the area that lies between 
the Italian city of Turin and Chivasso 
(a suburb of Turin), located about 20 
km northeast of Turin, along the left 

The Freidano 
Ecomuseum: 
production landscapes 
along the Po River

By Vito Antonio Lupo, 
Marianna Sasanelli*

http://www.ecomuseodelfreidano.it
http://www.ecomuseodelfreidano.it
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bank of the Po River. The museum is part of a broader 
project for environmental and cultural requalification 
which was started in 1985 by the town of Settimo To-
rinese, and which has been supported by the Region of 
Piedmont since 1999. The main gate of this town was 
once the 19th-century “Mulino Nuovo” (New Mill) in-
dustrial complex. The mill underwent major renovation 
from 1996 to 2002, and today, along with the Freidano 
Ecomuseum, it houses the Ethnographic Museum, ded-
icated to the trades that once flourished there, Energy 
Park, which features interactive hydraulic installations, 
and the Po River-Torino Hill Park visitors center.
The Freidano Ecomuseum develops research pro-
jects that focus on the local landscape and industrial 
heritage, and organizes workshops and events for 
schools and families, and visits for the public. The 
project has been a work in progress from the very 
beginning.
This has allowed research to be conducted in differ-
ent areas on several different levels. This research 
may be developed autonomously, while maintain-
ing close interaction with the general context of 
the project. Currently, work focuses on a series of 
themes or guidelines that are interconnected by 
strong parallels based on the relationships between 
the natural features of the local territory and deci-
sions regarding policy, infrastructures and the use 
of technology, which, since the mid-19th century, 
have contributed to transforming the local land-
scape. The area itself has been expanded beyond 
the initial confines laid out by the Freidano Ecomu-
seum, towards Turin and the cities of Vercelli and 
Casale, along the Po River – a natural, anthropic 
and symbolic corridor. 
Man’s use of the territory has run parallel to the to-
pography since Roman times, when the first roads 
were built along the Po River. Nearly twenty centu-
ries later, similar parallels made their mark, with ma-
jor civil construction works begun in the mid-19th cen-
tury – most notably, the railways linking Turin and 

* Vito A. Lupo, researcher in indus-
trial heritage, Freidano Ecomuseum 
(Fondazione Esperienze di Cultura 
Metropolitana, Settimo Torinese, Tu-
rin, Italy)
Marianna Sasanelli, architect, Frei-
dano Ecomuseum (Fondazione Espe-
rienze di Cultura Metropolitana, Set-
timo Torinese, Turin, Italy)

Ecomuseo del Freidano - Via Ariosto 
36 bis - 10036 Settimo Torinese - TO - 
Italy - Tel. +39 011 80.28.716 - www.
ecomuseodelfreidano.it

http://www.ecomuseodelfreidano.it/
http://www.ecomuseodelfreidano.it/
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Novara, and Chivasso and Casale Monferrato and 
the Cavour Canal, which proved important in terms 
of policy-making and improvements in agriculture.
Indeed, the rise of Count Camillo Benso di Cavour 
ran parallel to the development of the territory in 
question. He was the major player behind such trans-
formations and was recognized as such even in his 
own time. He shrewdly contrived the myriad of re-
lationships between financial systems, private firms, 
civil construction projects and railroads, which led to 
the creation of large-scale agriculture and industry. 
In Cavour’s day, the shift from water transport along 
the canals to transport via railroads was indispensable 
when it came to transforming an age-old economy 
into a modern capitalist economy. Indeed, it was no 
coincidence that from that point on, what were then 
considered modern mills were, whenever possible, 
built not along the shores of canals, but along railway 
lines. This of course was due to the advent of the 
steam engine, although that alone is not enough to 
explain the transformation spearheaded by a handful 
of elite planners.
Lastly, the destiny of the Po River runs parallel to the 
nature of the hydraulic landscape itself, that the river, 

The “Mulino Re” building 
located in the town 
of Brandizzo.
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and the Cavour Canal 
in particular, have cre-
ated, which somewhat 
resembles, on a small-
er scale, the Po Delta 
along the Adriatic Sea 
as waterways branch 
out across the plains 
surrounding Vercelli 
and Novara, before 
converging and joining 
the Ticino River. 
Actually, the land-
scape of the area is 
unique in Italy. The mechanization of rice produc-
tion, introduced after World War II, resulted in 
drastic depopulation, which left enormous voids in 
the area, ghost farms and villages, as well as der-
elict manor houses and churches. Their  presence 
in these empty locations is a reminder of scenes 
that were once teeming with human life and activ-
ity. There are also remnants of cemeteries. Here, 
less than an hour’s drive from either Turin or Milan 
(though in other respects, light years away), cem-
eteries themselves may be counted among the dead, 
gutted by exhumation and forgotten by the fading of 
ancient family ties.  

Millls built for capitalist expansion 
of large-scale agriculture

Starting with the analysis of some of the main indus-
trial mills in Piedmont, the work of the ecomuseum 
mainly concentrates on the theme of “Mulini e riserie 
del capitalismo agrario” (Mills and rice factories of the 
agriculture capitalism). This materialised thanks to a 
travelling exhibition and some online local guided itin-
eraries in partnership with different cultural realities 
and ecomuseums. The objective is the in-depth analy-
sis of the complex work first started by Camillo Benso 

The “Mulino Nuovo” building 
located in the town of Settimo.
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Count of Cavour and his staff, who, in 1850 allowed 
a modernisation of the local economies, shaping the 
landscape and industrialising the territory. The project 
was not only oriented to modernise the machineries, 
whose standards applied to the European models, 
but to invest in infrastructures (railways first), in order 
to help the territory to develop according to an eco-
nomic- productive system. The mill of the capitalistic 
farming system and object of our study, is the symbol 
of the passage from water power to heat energy and, 
subsequently to electricity. A prototype of these mills 
is “Mulino della Barca” in Rivoli (Turin), followed by 
“Mulino Nuovo” in Settimo (Turin), “Mulino del Mus-
sotto” in Alba (Cuneo) and “Mulino Re” in Brandizzo 
(Turin).
These are the so-called British-American mills and 
roller mills, which transformed craft production 
into industrial production. British-American mills 
were the result of two distinct evolutionary devel-
opments. The first of these (ca. 1785) sprung from 
studies undertaken by the American Oliver Evans 
involving the entire milling process. A single verti-
cal axle was fitted with horizontal axles along the 
various f loors of buildings, which moved machinery 
located within.  
The second development came during the brief life-
time (1784-1791) of the Albion Mill, a large industrial 
mill located on the outskirts of London, which is of 
major interest because for the first time most me-
chanical components were made of cast iron, thanks 
to major players in the early days of the Industrial Rev-
olution like James Watt. Indeed, the Albion Mill was 
the world’s first to run on steam power. Destroyed 
by fire and never rebuilt, the mill was famous for its 
technical innovations, which soon spread throughout 
Europe.
With the decline of Napolean’s Continental System 
(1806-1814), the so-called British-American mills grad-
ually gained a foothold in Europe, and first appeared in 
Italy in the 1830s. 
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There was less direct technological continuity in the 
replacement of British-American mills with roller 
mills. The rise of the former was linked to particular 
architectonic developments and automation. The 
rise of the latter depended on grinding techniques, 
where centuries-old millstone grinding was replaced 
by cylinder grinding. Indeed, most British-American 
mills would soon be replaced by mills that employed 
cylinder grinding, which increased production and 
was easier to use based on its mechanics. 
Our current research focuses on first-generation 
British-American mills and has led to the creation of 
an itinerary that features the support system of the 
Cavour Canal, devised by engineer Severino Grattoni 
(who also, along with Sebastiano Grandis and Ger-
mano Sommeiller, made an enormous contribution to 
the construction of the Frejus Tunnel). These mills still 
stand in Settimo Torinese, Brandizzo and Collegno. 
Along with the mill in Mussotto di Alba, they were 
either built or converted to the British-American sys-
tem beginning in 1850 and provided the technological 
model for future industrial mills in the Region of Pied-
mont and the rest of a recently united Italy.
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cereal handling & storage

Warehouse Robots 
for loading and unloading 

The “Robot” is an innovative machine which allows the automatic unloading of 
stocked products inside flat warehouses having a span of 50,000 mm with unlimited 
height and length.
This system, developed by Borghi, a company specialized in industrial equipment 
since 1948, allows high operative speeds as well as offering customers the following 
functions: 
- limitation of the presence of workers inside the warehouse during loading and un-
loading operations (The presence of a worker depends on the level of automation 
chosen and may not even be necessary if a high level is chosen);
- limitation of mechanical equipment needed to carry out the loading and unloading 

operations, reducing the pollution of the stocked product drastically;
- reduction of warehouse unloading costs as this robot is used whether extracting 

and conveying products towards the evacuation system or distributing goods and 
prompt loading creating boxes (by means of reinforced concrete gates) inside the 
same warehouse;

- volume optimization reducing sensibly the cost per stocked ton;
- reduction of ventilation costs for grain conservation due to the uniformity of the 

stocked mass;
- warehouse use, considering that during when the machine is at rest (in a position 

decided by the customer), it is overhang, so there is the possibility to use the floor 
for a use other than stocking; 

- automatic control of machine movements, horizontally or vertically, by a program-
mable controller (PLC), which guarantees the maximum reliance, safety and pos-
sibility to vary the utilization functions.

This operation is possible depending on the automation degree chosen when placing 
the order, as the “Robot” can be ordered in manual, semiautomatic, automatic ver-
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sions. It is normally used to level and unload products such as: grains, feeds, sugar 
and bulk milling or granular products in general.
The “Robot” carries out warehouse loading, levelling, and product unloading, as 
follows.
▹	 Warehouse loading phase: before starting to load the warehouse, the “Robot” is 

positioned at a point where it does not create problems for the warehouse loading 
operations, and more precisely, at one end of the warehouse and with the unload-
ing system totally raised. Alternatively, the “Robot” can be placed in the lower 
part of the warehouse and operated from the loading start phase by resetting all 
the lifting and moving functions until loading is complete. This system allows the 
uniform distribution of the cereal impurities present in the stored mass.

▹	 Product unloading phase: after the first emptying phase which is carried out 
thanks to gravity by opening the lateral shutter, which allows connection with 
the product evacuation machine, and the natural flow of the product has con-

Grain stocking plant total capacity 19,500 tons warehouse loading phase 
with belt conveyor capacity 200 T/H (Borghi).
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cluded the “Robot” is positioned on the product heap at the level of the desired 
unloading point. It lowers itself automatically, positioning itself on the product 
mass. Since the conveyor worm-thread is in motion the moment it comes into 
contact with the product pushing it outwards, it starts the real unloading phase. 
The special sensors on the inboard machine allow the programmable processor 
to control the progressive lowering. When it reaches maximum lowering, close 
to the floor, the winches recover the “Robot” automatically, the PLC moves the 
machine sideways (This motion will depend on the pre-set measurement) and 
starts a new unloading cycle in the section immediately adjacent and so on until 
the desired section is completely emptied or the warehouse is completely un-
loaded. The machine is mainly composed of two different pieces of equipment 
connected to each other, as follows:

- Translator. This sideshifter is composed of two linear monolithic-shape beams 
made from a structure composed of opportunely shaped closed section commercial 
profiles, which have been reinforced and entirely electro-welded. The structure at-
taches the system to the runway. The two motorized wheels, which are necessary 

Warehouse unloading phase capacity 200 T/H with Robot (Borghi).
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to run the machine, are placed on the upper part. On the lower part there are drilled 
plates at pre-established distances suitable for attaching the product unloading sys-
tem. A space for the housing of the “Robot” system lifting device has been made in 
the central part of the sideshifter. 
- Grader. This is composed of one or more worm-threads positioned under the 
structure of the sideshifter, divided into two parts and driven by one or more inde-
pendent reduction gearmotors. These worm-threads are held in position by means 
of intermediate supports placed to a maximum distance of 4.000 mm and fixed to 
plates on the same sideshifter. The reduction gearmotors, which are placed on their 
axis and directly coupled after the interposition of a mechanical joint, are servo-
assisted by two limit switches, which control the operation and/or stopping them 
when the product comes into contact with them.
(Borghi - Via Paradello 7 - 45037 Melara - RO - Tel. +39 0425 89689 - Fax +39 0425 
89636 - www.borghigroup.it)
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Revamping and renovation of concrete 
storage: Mulmix a new frontier

The concrete storage/port facilities built over the past years need to be restored in 
order to continue being productive and to increase their performance on the inter-
national scene. This kind of renovation is called “revamping”. What is revamping? 
Revamping is a restoring operation which takes place in industrial plants that need 
more efficiency in order to extend their life cycle, or to economize processes in or-
der to reduce production costs or gain a qualitative improvement of the final prod-
ucts to be more competitive in the international marketplace. 
Revamping allows to proceed step by step in order to meet specific needs. For ex-
ample, a simple change of plant use can be made (from seeds to flour use) or ma-
chines can be adapted to new technologies to increase their loading/unloading ca-
pacity in terms of tons per hour, or a true restoring can be carried out to obtain an 
increase in productivity, energy saving and an improved sanitary safety by meeting 
the ATEX standards in force.
Over the past few years, Mulmix has invested greatly in both technology and hu-
man resources. These investments have allowed the company to strengthen its 

Chain conveyor (Mulmix).
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brand and to propose itself in a proactive and professional way in this market spe-
cializing in the renovation of concrete storage. 
To manage a revamping in a profitable way, it is essential to have good technical 
know-how about the machines as well as being flexible, considering the fact that, 
very often, many adjustments need to be made to existing structures.
The ability to suggest suitable arrangements for the customer, which may also in-
clude the possibility of designing new parts to be connected to existing systems, is 
essential in this field.
Mulmix is at the disposal of all companies that decide to proceed with the revamping 
of their storage facility.
In short, the activities Mulmix offers to its customers are:
▹ feasibility study,
▹ financial investment analysis,
▹ design,
▹ project leader in all related activities,
▹ production of machines and silos,
▹ installation and assembly of plants,
▹ testing,
▹ after sales service.
Today, more than ever, Mulmix can be the ideal partner in the industrial agro-indus-
try for these types of projects.
(Mulmix - Via Palladio 7 - 35010 Campo San Martino - PD - Italy - Tel. +39 049 
9638211 - Fax +39 049 9630511 - www.mulmix.it)

View of the building 
site with reception 

area and a dryer 
(Mulmix).

http://www.mulmix.it
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feed & pet food

High efficiency palletising 
for discounters 
at Inspired Pet Nutrition

Inspired Pet Nutrition (formerly Wagg Foods) is the 
UK’s largest independent dry pet food manufacturer, 
with 34% of the UK dry dog food market. 
The family owned business, based in North Yorkshire, 
recently invested in an innovative de-palletising and 
re-palletising system, the first of its kind in the UK, 

provided by Concetti 
of Bastia Umbra, Italy.  
Concetti has long experi-
ence in dry pet food mar-
kets. 
The new system meets 
the needs of discount re-
tailers where tight cost 
control, keen prices and 
a limited range of qual-
ity products are upper-
most. It meets two key 
objectives. For half pal-
let loads with absolutely 
minimal handling in the 
distribution channels and 
in-store and crucially, for 
each half pallet to contain 
two different products.

A tailored-made palletising and de-
palletising system (Concetti).
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Normally, single prod-
uct pallets are broken 
into different pack and 
product sizes at the 
retailer’s own distri-
bution centres before 
being shipped in con-
solidated loads to sales 
outlets.
To avoid this, the 
discounters wanted 
half Euro pallets, also 
known as Düsseldor-
fers, containing a mix 
of two different prod-
ucts in similar pack 
sizes, and capable 
of being displayed in 
store.  The new system satisfies this demand without 
changes to IPN’s production lines or extra handling in 
distribution.
Comprising an Okura A-1600 robot depalletiser and 
Concetti PS-4A/10S-P gantry bag-in-box palletiser, 
conveyors, automatic stretch wrapper and slave pal-
let dispenser, the system handles large bags of 10-17 
kg, small 3 kg bags and shrink-wrapped bundles of cat 
food in cartons (5-6 cartons per bundle). 
Large bags and bundles are depalletised at 600 bags/
hr from two stock pallets containing similar sized but 
different products and automatically restacked in a 
mixed format on half Euro pallets with the same layer 
pattern but twice the height of the originals loads. The 
smaller 3 kg bags, now fed manually but in the future 
will be fed directly from production lines, are stacked 
at 3600/hr, six per layer inside a display box on each 
half pallet. Bags in each box layer can be mixed and 
arranged in the order of arrival at the palletiser.
Cat food in carton bundles can be depalletised from 
two pallets and restacked onto four Düsseldorfer pal-
lets with the same height and the same or different 

“Dusseldorfers” with two different 
products (Concetti).
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stacking patterns but each with an equal mix of two 
different products.
Empty pallets are dispensed automatically, two at a 
time, with a separate station provided for the operator 
to manually erect and place boxes, with a base sheet if 
required, on each Düsseldorfer. 
In all cases the half pallets are separated, wrapped, re-
grouped, placed on a slave pallet and handled subse-
quently as a full pallet load.
The combination of mixed products and Düsseldorfer 
pallets has great advantages for the discounters. With 
less handling and safe manoeuvring along narrow 
store aisles they contribute to efficiency and help re-
duce stock management costs. Whether bags or car-
tons, customers have a choice of two products from 
the same stack. 
George Page, Production Director at IPN said, «The 
whole system has been a great success. It has eased 
workload, reduced stress, increased flexibility, given 
customers greater choice, and will eventually reduce 
packaging waste, which all helps».
(Concetti - S.S. 75 Centrale Umbra Km 4,190 - Fraz. 
Ospedalicchio - 06083 Bastia Umbra - PG - Italy - 
Tel. +39 075 801561 - Fax +39 075 8000894 - www.
concetti.com)

Wagg Food headquarters 
(Concetti).

http://www.concetti.com
http://www.concetti.com
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Feed and aquaculture: 
ensure the future by reducing 
production costs

The world’s population is growing at a vast rate and it is 
estimated that by the year 2050 the population will arrive 
at 9 billion. This continued population growth combined 
with a better and higher standard of living is now putting 
great stress on all the various food industries. Global re-
sources are suffering from the continuous pressure and 
this is creating serious environmental consequences. 
Feed additives play an important role in animal growth 
and development and also in aquaculture. In order to 
ensure the future by reducing production costs, the 
following main key points have to be fulfilled: 
- reduce the addition of additive components;
- avoid cross contamination;
- safe feed;
- environmentally friendly.

On the right, continuous 
coating for aqua feed, pellets 

and pet food. On the left, 
micro dosing for vitamins, 

probiotics and enzymes, 
homogenising for powders 

and liquids 
(PLP Liquid Systems).
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Many products such as medicines, zinc oxides, vita-
mins-carotenoids, enzymes, yeast, probiotics etc., 
which are used mainly in powder form, are normally 
added to the feed, directly into the batch mixer.
The feed production passes through the condi-
tioner, pelletizer or extruder, all processes which 
increase the temperature of the feed to between 
70°-120 °C. These additives are heat sensitive with 
the consequence of signif icant loss. Many studies 
and publications have claimed losses ranging from 
30% to 70% depending on the type of product and 
process. 
Medicated feed product should be produced on a sep-
arate line which is cleaned regularly in order to avoid 
any cross contamination. The solution proposed by 
PLP Liquid Systems, the PPL/PA- Post Pellet Liquid 
and Powder Application, is a technology which helps 
to obtain a healthy product, prevents cross contami-
nation and reduces the loss in thermal sensitive prod-
ucts.
By using this technology, the powders are stored in 
a special micro dosing system and are dosed, in the 
correct amounts, into the mixing tank together with 
the other liquids. This system provides an excellent 
emulsion of the powders and liquids using the PLP 
Homogeniser EML. Once the blend is f inished, the 
liquid will be nebulized in the coating machine.
Some powders can also be dosed and sprayed sepa-
rately from the liquids using the PLP Tribo Electric 
Technology. This solution has been developed exclu-
sively to reduce or to avoid loss of product and cross 
contamination by adding the additives onto the pellet 
at the end of the production line. 
The control system allows for a perfect inclusion of 
components and achieves a homogenized feed with a 
CV of less than 5%.
(PLP Liquid Systems - Via Provinciale S.P. 21, 303 
- 29018 Lugagnano Val d’Arda - PC - Italy - Tel. 
+39 0523 891629 - Fax +39 0523 891013 - www.
plp-liquidsystems.net)

http://www.plp-liquidsystems.net
http://www.plp-liquidsystems.net
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pasta production

Fava constructs plants 
by listening to requests from users

«Putting your pasta at the centre of everything. This 
is the mission of our company, which has been writ-
ing the history of pasta together with you over the past 
80 years», says Luigi Fava. In fact, only a few months 
have passed since the 80th anniversary of Fava, indus-
trial global leader in the construction of plants for the 
production of pasta, today in its third generation under 
the direction of Luigi Fava, CEO and his father Enrico, 
president. The company celebrated with great enthu-
siasm and satisfaction, having received recognition and 

awards for its accomplishments over 
this long period. «We are living a 
very stimulating moment for growth 
and innovation, with the sector in 
constant ferment - continues Luigi 
Fava -. Today it is our connection 
with the factories, markets and 
people that guides us in our analysis 
and choice of solutions. The ever-
growing collaboration between us 
and you, our user customers, helps 
us to better understand your needs 
and to find ever-more tailored in-
novative solutions. At this year’s 
Ipack- Ima fair you will be able to 
view our exhibit with proposals for 

Luigi Fava, CEO, during his 
heartfelt opening speech of the 
evening.
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a unique range of technical and technological solutions 
for your plants. We have listened to the requests of our 
customers and transformed these in lines that live up to 
your expectations, while focusing on the quality of the 
end product and, at the same time, keeping in mind en-
ergy consumption, user-friendliness, maintenance and 
cleaning. Great attention was paid to the technological 
treatment of the numerous raw materials in order to 
offer pasta of excellent quality in whatever market our 
plants are used».
(Fava - Via IV Novembre 29 - 44042 Cento - FE - 
Italy - Tel. +39 051 6843411 - Fax +39 051 6835740 
- www.fava.it)

Enrico Fava, Chairman, 
retraces 80 years of company 
history in a touching interview.

GPL 180 - 6,000 kg/h long goods 
pasta line, the most powerful line 

of the new generation (Fava).

http://www.fava.it
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Dies and inserts: tradition 
and advanced technology 
(Niccolai Trafile).

Dies and inserts, automatic cutting 
groups, stamping machines, 
die washing machines 
for pasta and snack plants

Niccolai Trafile, in order to satisfy the demand of 
the international market, has further refined and en-
hanced the design and production processes to ensure 
a high quality product and short delivery terms, not 
only in the dies sector, where it has specialized for over 
a century, but also in the field of die washing machines, 
automatic cutting groups for short pasta and penne for 
all types of presses and lines, stamping machines for 
the production of pasta “Bologna“and all accessories 
for the maintenance of pasta and snack plants. 
Advanced technology, supported by a steady increase 
in industrial investments with new automatic CNC ma-
chine tools, to improve quality, this is the line that Nicco-
lai Trafile has always followed. The close collaboration 
and the relationship of trust between the manufacturer 
of dies and research, development, quality control and 
production managers of the pasta factory are essential 
elements in determining the uniqueness of the pasta 
through the various shapes and details. Niccolai Trafile 
has always considered what can be done to make the 
work of the operators inside the pasta factory easier 
and safer in daily production and quality control opera-
tions when designing and constructing the machines. 
The ultimate goal is not only to provide high quality 
dies and machines, but also to assist clients closely both 
before and after the sale, maintaining a continuous co-
operative relationship, and also combining the service 
with the ability to listen to customer suggestions. This 
helps to improve and increase the company’s world-
wide production which proves to be of high quality and 
durability time and time again.
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Ipack-Ima is an opportunity to present the results ob-
tained in process innovations and products, linked to 
tradition and technological novelties in the sector.
The Presstrapen cutting groups, for short pasta, pas-
tina and penne (angle cut) production with revolving 
head, are for Niccolai Trafile, a concept of satisfaction 
because they allow to fulfill the requirement of each 
plant with any type of press and line for the produc-
tion of pasta/pasta gluten free/snacks. 
The cutting groups, series Presstrapen, Presstrapen 
GT, Presstrapen DS as well as the latest Presstrapen 
AT and Presstrapen Short using the columns of the 
press as hook and support, eliminating any encum-
brance on the ground and in front of the shaker, led 
to the optimization of a machine which is more and 
more performant for customized requirements. 
It is enough to easily rotate the head of Presstrapen. 
Ipack-ima is the occasion to show the latest innova-
tion of the cutting group which features new technol-
ogy for the knife movement (shape cut), internal video 
camera (patented systems) and led lighting. 
Production with Stamping Machines, series Sfoglia 
600, 1000 and 1300, depending on the production ca-
pacity of each pasta and snack plant can, nowadays, 
be compared to short goods production in terms of 
operational simplicity while still guaranteeing a con-
stant level of shape quality during the whole produc-
tion cycle even if working at high speed. 
The Sfoglia/1300 offers an interesting automatic ad-
justment system of stamping die at each change of 
stamping die/shape. The calibration of the sheet, even 
very thick, is guaranteed by a pair of solid, chromed and 
rectified rollers, 290 mm. diam. for the Sfoglia/1300, 
220 mm. diam. for the Sfoglia/1000 and 180 mm. di-
am. for the Sfoglia/600. Left and right thickness have 
independent regulation and are constantly displayed to 
the hundredth part on the control panel. 
Furthermore, the zone of shearing (punching) is illu-
minated to allow maximum visibility during the forma-
tion of bow-ties. The stamping machines Sfoglia/1300, 

Presstrapen 
cutting group 

(Niccolai Trafile).
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Sfoglia/1000 and Sfoglia/ 600 have a new graphical 
color touch-screen control panel which allows easy 
control and management of all production parameters 
and also stores recipes with the production parame-
ters for the different shapes. 
All speeds of calibrating rollers, dough feed roller, stamp-
ing die and shredding rollers are easily managed in an in-
dependent way thanks to the use of inverters and drivers. 
The quality of the product has been highly valued in the 
designing phase, manufacturing automatic systems with 
integrated control of sheet width, sheet presence, dough 
thickness and with systems of access to the stamping die 
for the removal of sheared pasta, in absolute safety for 
the operator. The company prides itself on always having 
the only machines to utilize stamping dies without the 
need for central interruption (stamping die is not divided 
into two pieces). High production capacity and very low 
percentage of waste are the strong points of this machine. 
As for the family of Niccolai Trafile cutting groups, even 
stamping machines have been designed and developed, 
always bearing in mind the safety of each pasta/snacks 
plant and the optimization of the production capacities. 
Ipack-Ima is an opportunity to reconfirm the quality and 
reliability of our machines, guaranteed by the preference 
of the world market. 
The design in the company also continues with regards 
to the cleaning and maintenance of the dies for short and 
long goods both for pasta and snacks with the different 

Die washing machines: VFR 
series - round line 

(Niccolai Trafile).
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models of the die washing machines: The VFR series 
with rounded lines to facilitate a self-cleaning action on all 
the parts of the machine, allows the operator to wash it 
easily, quickly and efficiently. The NEW series is a restyl-
ing of the well-known Unimedi, Simplex, Duplex, Mini 
machines, which are cheaper machines and mainly tar-
geted to small and medium pasta factories. The greater 
efficiency of the washing machine room, an essential ar-
ea in each pasta factory and increasingly integrated into 
the production area, can be obtained, as Niccolai Trafile 
have always stated, by operating in a well-arranged and 
organized way and in conditions of absolute safety. For 
this reason it is also important to carry out a personal-
ized study of the die washing room in order to provide 
a “wet” area with soaking tanks and die washing ma-
chines, a “dry” area to store clean dies, cutting cones, 
stamping dies in containers and trolleys and an area spe-
cially equipped for the maintenance of dies, with work 
table for assembling/disassembling inserts, cabinets for 
storing inserts, tools, blades and knives, etc.
Visitors can see Niccolai Trafile machines at the Ipack-
Ima Milan exhibition (29th May – 1st June 2018). 
(Niccolai Trafile - Via Cardarelli 19 - Z.I. Sant’Agostino 
- 51100 Pistoia - PT - Italy - Tel. +39 0573 92731 - Fax 
+39 0573 934394 - www.niccolai.com)

The study, design and construction 
of tailor-made pasta plants
Sircem CM is a company specialized in the study, de-
sign and construction of additional facilities at the ser-
vice of the pasta production lines. Sircem CM, founded 
in the early sixties, has strongly affirmed itself, during its 
half a century of activity, first in Italy and then, starting 
from the late eighties, expanding activities throughout 
Europe with plants designed and made entirely on the 
basis of its technologies and capabilities. In the nineties, 
the company started working with the most impor-

http://www.niccolai.com
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tant manufacturers of pasta production lines which led 
Sircem CM to expand its brand all over the world. In 
particular, it is now a very strong presence in the most 
important pasta plants in Africa, the Arabian Peninsula 
and the Russian Federation.
Sircem CM studies and designs personalized plants 
for each individual client (taking into account the indi-
vidual, the particular needs of each customer. This is a 
fundamental principle in the philosophy of design and 
manufacturing companies), at competitive prices and 
always with cutting edge solutions.
The clientele is now equally divided between national 
and international, with a tendency in recent years, fol-
lowing the global economic evolution, to a natural and 
progressive increase in the latter.
The company competitiveness is, as already men-
tioned, focused on the ability to design specialist 
plants, which puts Sircem CM in a position to respond 
to the ever changing process specifications of different 
customers, being able to quickly and accurately design 
more and more extreme solutions.
The industrial offer is enriched with appreciated spe-
cialist advice. Technical and administrative advice in 
order to assist the customer in different system re-
quirements, production and financial advice that is in-

Systems complete with dosing units 
and pneumatic conveying lines 
(Sircem CM).
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evitably necessary when you embark on the construc-
tion of new plants and/or renovation and industrial 
modernization.
The designers are experts, with high specialized train-
ing and are supported by avant-garde hardware and 
software design equipment.
Its services include a prompt, ready, efficient and 
highly competitive reality for all companies within the 
food, feedstuff and chemical industries.
An industrial plant with avant-garde production equip-
ment, highly skilled personnel and qualified technicians 
able to carry out exhaustive studies, planning, building 
and assembling to make sure that plants are satisfac-
tory according to the individual customer’s needs.
Many years of experience and specialization in the pro-
duction of systems and machinery for working pasta, 
fodder, food (legumes, dried fruit, seeds, sugar, roast-
ing, bread and biscuit manufacturing, etc.), for the 
chemical industry and plastic manufacturing, Sircem 
CM supplies hundreds of customers in these sectors.
Technical-commercial advice and assistance for creat-
ing new plants, aiming at enlarging, restructuring and 
working out the relevant operations.
The production range covers:
- systems complete with granular and dusty product 
storage;
- systems complete with short format pasta ensilage 
and packaging machine feeding line;
- systems complete with dosing and mixing units;
- systems for scraps and waste pre-crumbling and 
grinding;
- compression and suction pneumatic conveying lines;
- mechanical conveyance: belt, chain and Archime-
dean screw conveyors;
- vertical sloped and “Z” bucket elevators;
- static and self-cleaning filters;
- control panels with PLC and computers.
(Sircem CM - Via Armando Diaz 19 - 84018 Scafa-
ti - SA - Italy - Tel. +39 081 8631205 - Fax +39 081 
8630301 - www.sircem.it)

http://www.sircem.it
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Turn-key plants 
for dry pasta production

Tecalit an Italian Company, founded in 1984, is a 
company that makes and installs machinery and plants 
for the food industry. It is specialized in carrying out 
feasibility studies, designing its own equipment and de-
livering “turn-key” pasta plants.
Tecalit supplies lines for the production of dry pasta in 
the shapes of long pasta, short-cut pasta, nest pasta, 
skein pasta, Gluten Free Pasta, “Bologna” pasta and 
organic pasta with the innovative idea of combining 
lines for short-cut pasta and nest pasta.
The flexibility of the company means that it can pro-
duce very good machines with a wide range of produc-
tion capacities:
automatic lines for short-cut pasta (300-8,000 kg/h);
automatic lines for long pasta (300-6,000 kg/h);
automatic lines for nest pasta (200-1,200 kg/h);

automatic and Semi Au-
tomatic lines for special 
pasta;
semi automatic lines for 
short-cut, long and nest 
pasta (Multishape Line);
storage systems for all 
kinds of pasta;
gluten free pasta lines (BT 
Cooker Technology);
plants for precooked pasta;
cous cous lines (500-
2,400 kg/h).
Tecalit introduced the BT 
Cooker Plus at the Ipack-
Ima exhibition. This is the 
new evolution in technol-
ogy for the production 
of gluten free pasta in a 

Long pasta line NOVA 2500 
PDT-HT (Tecalit).
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continuous process using local flours without additives 
and the long pasta line PDT-HT Technology (Progres-
sive Drying Technology).
As manufacturers of pasta plants, Tecalit also offers 
a complete service with specialized technicians that 
know how to interact with the customer in order to 
give precise and competent assistance.
Tecalit is specialized in the production of turn-key pas-
ta plants complete with thermal power plants, water 
treatment units, night storage systems and systems to 
store clean and transport semolina and flour. Finally, 
Tecalit is able to give assistance and provide spare 
parts for any kind of pasta line. 
(Tecalit - Via Leonardo 60 - 35018 S. Martino di 
Lupari - PD - Italy - Tel. +39 049 9460985 - Fax +39 
049 5953771 - www.tecalit.it)

Storci offers customization which 
is planned in their training centre

Storci Pasta Centre-Training & Research is located 
in the countryside of Ferrara, in Italy. Here machines 
are designed and tests are carried out inside a real 
pasta making factory, that is, Pasta di Canossa. 
The training centre is basically an instrument made 
available for all those customers who would like to 
see Storci technology first hand and try new recipes 
and products using various raw materials. It is a per-
manent training centre and also being a pasta mak-
ing factory, is equipped with an Omnia line and an 
Instant Pasta production unit.
Tests can be carried out using standard pasta as well 
as gluten-free pasta. What is more, drying process 
analysis can be carried out here along with assess-
ments for improving very special shape cutting. 
The customer is discreetly supported and reas-
sured with full transparency, while planning their 

From left: Michele Storci and 
Anzio Storci.

http://www.tecalit.it
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own investment. This is why Storci is often linked 
to the concept of customization, which means 
modifying a product or a service to specif ic re-
quirements, meeting all customer’ demands and 
expectations. This is undoubtedly a value-added 
factor.
(Storci - Via Lemignano 6 - 43044 Collecchio - PR - 
Italy - Tel. +39 0521 543611 - Fax +39 0521 543621 - 
www.storci.com)

Instant pasta production line (Storci).

http://www.storci.com
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ingredients

Enzymatic solutions for milling 
and food industries

The NatEnzyme line of Bontà Infinite proposes to correct, standardize and vary 
the rheological and rheofermentographical characteristics of flour (alveograph, fari-
nograph, extensograph, rheofermentograph, amylograph, falling number).
Among the possible solutions Natenzyme Soft Muffin & Cake is available which 
allows the elimination of emulsifiers in general, such as E471, E481, E322, etc. It 
considerably improves the shelf life, softness, volume and texture of the finished 
product.

The company holds the UNI EN ISO 9001:2008 certifi-
cate which sets the requirements for quality management 
systems. This allows the firm to show that it is able to pro-
vide goods and services which are compliant to contrac-
tual and/or mandatory standards thanks to a management 
system in which the customer and the desire to improve 
the quality of the goods, have a central role.
Bontà Infinite, has also obtained the certification for the 
environment management system provided for by the ISO 
14001 regulation. All environmental activities are regularly 
monitored and abide by the environmental laws.
The firm can also provide customized enzymatic solutions, 
in order to solve specific problems related to the reological 
and reo-fermentographic properties of the dough. If re-
quired, special dough with polyvalent controlled enzyme 
activity can be supplied.  
(Bontà Infinite - Via Nazionale, S. Biagio 127 - 98050 
Terme Vigliatore - ME - Italy - Tel. +39 090 9783091 - Fax 
+39 090 9783234 - www.natenzyme.com)

Muffins obtained with 
NatEnzyme Soft Muffin & Cake 
(Bontà Infinite).

http://www.natenzyme.com
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sorting

Full-Colour sorting ensures allergenic-
free and healthy grains

The demand for increasingly better sorting perfor-
mances on challenging applications has grown expo-
nentially in recent years. The use of electronic sorting 
machines in the milling and grain cleaning process is 
essential on a global scale nowadays.
The hygiene and health standards require a tolerance 
close to zero which cannot be ensured even by the 
most sophisticated mechanical cleaners. Full-Colour 
technology is used in the food industry and the Sea 
Chromex sorter by Cimbria is one of the best tech-
nology available on the market today.
Sea Chromex exploits the latest Full-Colour inspection 
devices, combined with the most sophisticated soft-
ware to ensure the highest efficiency and performance.
Sea Chromex uses Full-Colour RGB 4096-pixel 0.06 
mm cameras which ensure the highest optical resolu-
tion available on the market. The combination of real 
Full-Colour technology with infrared cameras (NIR 
and InGaAs) and shape-sizing systems optimize the 
removal of foreign bodies.
The Sea Chromex set-up is carried out by means of 
photographic acquisition, comparing a grain to a user-
defined accept or reject, identifying it as a real defect 
or as an accepted element. It is extremely important 
to create multiple electronic filters through HSI (Hue, 
Saturation, Intensity) and shape-sizing systems to 
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identify all the smallest color and shape differences. 
For this purpose, the Exagon graphic interface allows 
user-friendly programming, with the possibility to use 
a sorting recipe on multiple sorting units and to acquire 
real-time statistics. 
Customers in Italy, Europe, the USA, Canada, etc. 
already benefit from using Sea Chromex to guaran-
tee the highest purity and food-safety standards in the 
final products. 
Sea Chromex guarantees the most efficient removal 
of contaminants such as fusarium, ergot, allergenic 
seeds (soybeans), foreign bodies, etc. 
Moreover, in the grain and food indus-
try, Sea Chromex can separate simi-
lar grains of different nature, (e.g. oat 
from barley, etc.) and grains that have 
not been hulled from hulled ones (e.g.: 
oat from groats or similar). 
All the models are available in single 
pass, reject resort or reverse sorting. 
Sea Chromex is available from 0.5 to 
7 chutes and can be divided into up to 
4 independent sections to satisfy cus-
tomer’ requirements. 
The design features of Cimbria sorters 
make them ideal for installation in any 
cleaning system. The exclusive optical 
boxes system, including conditioning, 
tightness under pressure and particu-
lar attention to mechanical details, 
make Sea Chromex the most recommended sorter to 
be installed, even in a harsh working environment. 
Thanks to the focus that Cimbria has for the research 
and development of new industrial solutions for grains, 
seeds and food applications, Sea Chromex represents 
the ideal solution to meet the strictest health require-
ments for the final products.
(Cimbria - Via Colombarotto 2 - 40026 Imola - BO 
- Italy - Tel. +39 0542 361423 - Fax +39 0542643567 - 
www.seasort.com)

Sea Chromex Full-Colour sorter 
installation (Cimbria).

http://www.seasort.com
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milling equipment

Plansichter upgrading 
with tailor-made new frames

Rambaldo Antonio has specialized in retrofitting up-
grade and has obtained excellent results in Italy and 
abroad with the transformation of existing plansichters, 
building new frames for each size model plansichter. 
With such transformation upgrade, it is possible to im-
prove the hygiene and the bacterial load in the frames 
inside the plansichter for each section.
With this new tailor-made frame there is no need to 
change the output of the products. The output change 
is necessary only when changing the diagram, thus giv-

ing new destinations to the 
product.
The new model of Ram-
baldo frames increases 
the sifting surface for each 
classification of product. 
Increasing the production 
capacity of the plansichter, 
Rambaldo Antonio is offer-
ing the advantage of both an 
economic saving and a short 
downtime at the plant.
The new upgraded frames 
are built with a mix of ma-
terials: steel, aluminium, 
plastic laminate, and ply-

New tailor-made frame, all in 
aluminium, upgrading an existing 
plansichter 
(Rambaldo Antonio).
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wood sea. All of these materials comply with the Eu-
ropean regulations for food contact. Thanks to the 
routine maintenance, the functionality of the new 
frames is guaranteed.
(Rambaldo Antonio - Via Tessara 9/11 - 35010 Santa Ma-
ria di Non, Curtarolo - PD - Italy - Tel. +39 049 557094 
- Fax +39 049 9623322 - www.rambaldoantonio.com)

Machines and plants for milling, 
feed and pasta industries
CMB has been designing, developing and manufac-
turing machines and plants for the feed/fodder, mill-
ing, pasta and chemical industries since 1948. The 
company prides itself on a long tradition and the 
latest technologies for bulk solid material handling 
systems & processing equipment. It further distin-
guishes itself through engineering and manufactur-
ing quality, an efficient installation service and plant 
commissioning to ensure a long machine life. The 
system offers total control over raw materials from 
receiving, storage, discharge, transport, treatment, 
dosing and mixing. The equipment is space saving 
and cost-effective.
With regard to unloading systems, a wide range of so-
lutions are on offer, which are suitable for customer 
requirements, in order to unload raw materials from 
the truck, unload Big-bags or move bags into a storage 
or production process. Integrated systems, with addi-
tional features, are available for efficiency and safety 
such as dust extraction systems, shakers and sifters, 
discharge devices to avoid the forming of lumps in big-
bags and bag handling.
Loading with a fully automatic jet venting filter which 
continuously filters the conveyed air from pneumati-
cally loaded silos offers a high degree of filtration and 
resistance.

http://www.rambaldoantonio.com
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Integrated systems are available with 
component applications to facilitate ex-
traction, such as vibratory bottoms and 
cones and screw extraction systems. 
Multiple outlet horizontal distributors 
handle, dose and discharge bulk materi-
als below silos and containers.
The storage of raw material is a decisive 
factor in the quality of the final prod-
uct. Therefore CMB develops individ-
ual storage solutions depending on the 
product properties, characteristics of the 
production site, particular requirements 
of the product to be stored based on 
the sources available, paying particular 
attention to the control and safety re-
quirements such as explosion protection 
in accordance with ATEX directives.
The Dosage and feeding systems en-
sure a particularly gentle handling of 
powdered and granulated raw ma-
terials with different characteristics. 

Mechanical conveying such as chain conveyors and 
bucket elevators offer the lowest abrasion. The screw 
feeder or complex pneumatic conveying systems are 
used for handling, ensuring a gentle treatment of the 
material, homogenization and prevention of the de-
mixing effect. The pneumatic conveying operating 
principle is based on the use of pneumatic pressure/
depression due to the pressure difference created by 
a compressor. The pneumatic conveying systems are 
available with compressed air, aspirated air systems 
or a mixed aspirating/pressing system.
CMB offers sieving and blending systems, pre-grinding 
and milling machines for integral high capacity milling, 
batching, weighing, micro dosage, complete scrap re-
covery systems and spare parts. 
The company also offers turnkey integrated solutions 
with a particular focus on automated plant control and 
safety. 

Flour storage, mixing and feeding 
plant in a leading Italian milling 
company (CMB).
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CMB provides process engineering, equipment sup-
plies and installation, on site commissioning and after 
sales service. 
In close cooperation and in accordance with customer 
requirements, CMB carries out the modernization, re-
vamping, integration and optimization of existing plants.
The company also covers the demands of a wide range 
of industries such as food processing plants, pasta pro-
duction plants, the bakery industry, feed mills, agricul-
ture and chemical industries. 
(CMB - Via Anconetta 16 - 36063 Marostica - VI - 
Italy - Tel. +39 0424 780176 - Fax +39 0424 472196 
- www.cmbsrl.com)

Design, manufacturing, assembly and 
constant assistance for milling plants 

Defino & Giancaspro has its roots in a time when 
mills were made of wood. The company was founded 
in 1965 in Gravina in Puglia (Bari, Italy) thanks to some 
craftsmen, whose main oc-
cupation was the assembling 
of milling plants and whose 
only capital was the work of 
their hands and their com-
mitment to the world of 
wheat and cereals.
The master-fitter, Vito An-
tonio Giancaspro, the father 
of the current General Man-
ager, had many skills in vari-
ous fields such as carpentry, 
mechanics, plants and food 
technology. This “artisan” 
disposition, after more than 
50 years, remains the cor-
nerstone of the company 

Drilling operation 
(Defino & Giancaspro).

http://www.cmbsrl.com
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philosophy and is one of its strengths. The company 
continues nowadays to provide its customers with all 
the experience and expertise of over one hundred em-
ployees with the same passion and enthusiasm.
The goal of Defino & Giancaspro is not to simply offer a 
machine or a plant, but to supply all the technologies and 
means to adapt them to the customer’s requirements.
Just like a high quality tailored dress, the product meets 
the customers’ needs but always respects the company 
style with the unmistakable Made in Italy quality.
Engineering, prototyping, research and continuous de-
velopment always ensure the best solution for the cus-
tomer. In Defino & Giancaspro design is intended as 
the overall conception of work planning, with the aim 
to turn ideas into product specification through the 
precious and constant sharing of information between 
young engineers and expert workers.
The company is a specialist in the production of car-
bon and stainless steel spouting and accessories. It has 
a pool consisting of more than fifty types of machines 
in various sizes and constructs and assembles struc-
tures and silos. The company’s success lies in the pre-
cision and accuracy of working, everything is produced 
in their own workshop, and cutting edge machinery 
and certified welding techniques are used, which offer 
an excellent finishing and quality.

View of the metal 
processing workshop 
(Defino & 
Giancaspro).
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The service does not end with the delivery of the order, 
the relationship with the customer continues through 
the optimization and the implementation of the new 
product, ensuring support, maintenance and constant 
assistance, namely a complete turnkey product. Plants 
and machines manufactured and assembled by Defino 
& Giancaspro are requested and appreciated all over 
the world. The company collaborates almost daily and 
constantly with not only Italy and Europe, but also 
with Russia, the United States, Mexico and North Af-
rica.
Proud of their work, from the offices to the workshop, 
all the departments work daily to improve and expand 
the range of products and services to satisfy both ex-
isting and new customers.
(Defino & Giancaspro - Via Archimede 27/33 - 70024 
Gravina in Puglia - BA - Italy - Tel. +39 080 3266196 - 
Fax +39 080 3265854 - www.defino-giancaspro.com)

The new generation of Roller Mill
For more than 50 years Officine Loporcaro has 
been continuing to repay customer loyalty by blending 
past tradition and innovation in every milling machine 
it produces. 
Today, Officine Loporcaro presents the new genera-
tion of Roller Mill, able to guarantee the highest stan-
dards of performance and efficiency. 
It is essentially a traditional in concept: a bell-shaped 
feeding structure, a central housing, two lateral parts 
(all the essential parts are easily visible) and an elec-
tronic unit. 
However, innovation has taken the place of tradition in 
most of the structural elements which are now made 
of stainless steel, providing an environment suitable for 
processing food products. Great importance has been 
given to sanitizing. The simple and secure opening 
system makes all the interior parts easily accessible for 

http://www.defino-giancaspro.com
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cleaning and maintenance. It has been possible to neu-
tralize bacteria thanks to an innovative compressed air 
cleaning system for the bell-shaped feeding structure, 
a work area which in the past was subject to conden-
sation. 
The central housing, which is stable and compact, has 
been designed to support the mechanical parts of the 
machine and to withstand mechanical stress when 
working. The design has become more elegant, the 
lines are clean having replaced the old capacity control 
knobs for the feed rolls with simple switches, offering 
not only a more modern profile, but also absolute safe-
ty for the operator. 
The grinding rolls are made of thick centrifuged cast 
iron in order to offer the necessary hardness on the 
external part. The diameter and speed of these rolls 
as well as the particular way to convey the product 
are decisive for the purpose of obtaining a non-heating 
grinding so as to keep the organoleptic properties and 
allow a significantly driven down ash content. It there-
fore follows that there is an improvement in the pro-
duction quality in terms of increased yield. 
The grinding rolls are driven by three pulleys set in a 
diagonal position, as in the past. In this case, the past 
means progress since Officine Loporcaro is firmly con-
vinced that the diagonal position of the rolls is advan-
tageous for the grinding itself. Contrary to rolls set in a 
horizontal position, in which wheat precipitates direct-
ly between the two rolls, one faster than the other, 
in diagonal rolls wheat falls first onto the slowest roll 
which accompanies it to the faster one. This slowed 
down action will determine a more effective grinding, 
as well as a reduced encumbrance. This last advan-
tage is very important where there exists the need to 
recover space in milling plants. 
The company’s goal is not only to satisfy but to exceed 
expectations. 
(Officine Loporcaro - Z.I. Via del Grano 1 - 70022 Al-
tamura - BA - Italy - Tel. +39 080 3101167 - Fax +39 
080 3101307 - www.loporcaro.it)

Roller mill ML2PA 
(Officine Loporcaro).

http://www.loporcaro.it/
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packaging

Packaging machines
for the food industry Fully automatic 

machine with auger filler 
complete with ground 

hopper, screw elevator, 
outfeed conveyor and 
rotary table (Dolzan 

Impianti).

Founded in the year 1962, Dolzan Impianti 
has been operating in the packaging 
field for over 55 years.
Important features that characterize 
the company are experience, flexibil-
ity, customer care and technical as-
sistance and these are present both 
throughout and after the business 
transaction.
The company goal is to satisfy customer require-
ments to the very best.
One of the sectors that has always given great satisfaction is that of 
powders as they are often non free flowing, present dust problems and vari-
able density. 
Fully fabricated in AISI 304 stainless steel, Dolzan Impianti auger fillers are installed 
on a sliding plate to move the doser off-axis in respect to the packer for easy change-
over and cleaning.
They are available in the “Open-Type” version with motorized lifting of the doser 
and toolless dismantling of the hopper for through cleaning. They are equipped with 
a brushless motor with inverter to control the rotation speed of the dosing screw, 
and motor with inverter to keep the product free flowing in the hopper. 
The vast experience gathered over the years and the large volume of machines sold 
have allowed the company to perfect its vertical packaging machines with volumet-
ric auger filler and to identify this as the ideal solution for products with the above 
mentioned features.
The packaging machine can be equipped with a nitrogen injection system which 
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prolongs the product shelf life. This device acts on the air composition inside the 
bag, reducing the percentage of oxygen, replacing it with nitrogen. 
(Dolzan Impianti - Via Roma 260 - 35015 Galliera Veneta - PD - Italy - Tel. +39 049 
5969375 - Fax +39 049 9470138 - www.dolzan.com)

State-of-the-art filling and packaging 
machines
Founded in 1925 and located in Italy Natro Tech is a subsidiary of Mondi, work-
ing closely with the service department of Mondi Italia. Natro Tech provides filling 
equipment for industrial bags. With the development of innovative machinery, the 
company has built up a solid reputation as an innovative filling equipment producer 
in the domestic and international market. Customers appreciate the innovative so-
lutions, which respect the environment. The company is specialized in numerous 
industries, including the food industry for products such as flour. 
Moreover, Natro Tech product portfolio is not only focused on filling equipment, 
but also on sealing machinery. Through the years, the original thermal systems for 
bag valve sealing have evolved and been improved and as a result the ultrasonic-
sealing system has been developed. 
Through constant research and innovation, Natro Tech is able to provide custom-
ers with high quality filling equipment, even for the most complex situations and 
requirements. 
Customers can pack and 
seal products with Natro 
Tech’s filling and sealing 
equipment, ensuring the 
highest quality and safety 
of the products.
(Natro Tech - Via Balilla 
32 - 24058 Romano di 
Lombardia - BG - Italy - 
Tel. +39 0363 916130 - Fax 
+39 0363 916190 - www.
mondigroup.com/natro)

Filling plant for starch 
products with sealing valve 
paper bags (Natro Tech).

http://www.dolzan.com
http://www.mondigroup.com/natro
http://www.mondigroup.com/natro
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ancillary equipment

Electric and pneumatic vibrators 
for any need

OLI prides itself on being the world’s top selling com-
pany of electric and pneumatic vibrators.
A high level of customer service is guaranteed through 
18 OLI Trading Subsidiaries, 36 local warehouses and 
3 manufacturing plants worldwide.
3 Divisions provide customers with optimal solutions 
for any need:
- industrial vibrators: electric motovibrators for vibrat-
ing equipment;
- flow aids: a complete range of electric and pneumatic 
vibrators to solve any problem of flowability;
- concrete consolidation: internal concrete vibrators 

Bin Activator application 
with MVE 700/15 (OLI).
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and converters for a reli-
able and efficient compac-
tion of concrete.
Specialised originally in im-
mersion vibrators for con-
crete consolidation, today 
the company considers it-
self the worldwide leader 
in vibration technology, 
with a complete range of 
electric and pneumatic ex-
ternal vibrators.
By supplying competitive 
high quality products for 
wide-ranging applications, 
OLI combines performance and reliability by adapt-
ing to the ever-changing market. A strong believer in 
innovation, the company is constantly striving to be 
ahead of the field.
As a global player in industrial vibration technology, 
the key centrepiece of OLI business strategy is rapid 
stock delivery, anytime, anywhere in the world. Ex-
cellent customer service is of pivotal importance. The 
company guarantees quick order processing and any 
worldwide customer can enjoy access to the same 
high quality product and services. 
With its skilled competence and valuable knowledge of 
the industry, OLI is a credible expert when it comes to 
assistance in finding the most suitable solution to each 
individual customer’ request. A team of engineers spe-
cialises in designing efficient, reliable and safe solutions 
backed up by a globally certified quality management.
Today OLI provides its customers with state-of-the-
art equipment and the blueprint for the next genera-
tion of products is already being researched.
Visitors that attend the Ipack-Ima exhibition in Milan 
(29th May - 1st June 2018) can visit OLI at booth A13.
(OLI - Via Canalazzo 35 - 41036 Medolla - MO - Italy 
- Tel. +39 0535 410611 - Fax +39 0535 410650 - www.
olivibra.com)

Purifier application with 
MVE 1400/075 (OLI).

http://www.olivibra.com
http://www.olivibra.com
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Agrinova has been dealing for decades with spare 
parts for the milling industry, thus acquiring the expe-
rience and know-how to be a qualified partner for the 
maintenance and repairs in mills and pasta factories. 
The company strong points are the Swiss nylon fab-
rics from Sefar, world leader in the market for fab-
rics for filtration. Furthermore there are many more 
items always available, such as: tapes for bucket el-
evators; iron, plastic, nylon buckets and their bolts; 
enameled or stainless steel piping; tip-tap and ex-
truders; portable sewing machines and related yarns; 
brushes; iron sheets; screeners; stainless steel tis-

sues; insecticide and its nebulizer; filter bags; 
automatic lubricators; moisture electronic 
equipment; appliances to tend fabric model 
Pneumapp; along with more generic items 
such as belts and chains for industrial use. 
Agrinova mission is to always be close to the 
customer and help him in the decisions and 
choices to be made. The company is also 
characterized by the extreme rapidity of or-
der fulfillment.
(Agrinova - Via Togliatti 52 - 12038 Savi-
gliano - CN - Italy - Tel. +39 0172 715488 
- Fax +39 0172 33408 - www.agrinova.it)

Technical items, ancillary and spare 
parts for mills and pasta factories

Some of the 
items offered by 

Agrinova.

http://www.agrinova.it
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Valves and components for pneumatic 
conveying and metering

Olocco has been manufacturing valves and compo-
nents for pneumatic conveying and metering since 1950. 
The company is committed to constant technological 
innovation and the continual search for quality. Olocco 
valves are used in the feeding, unloading and pneumatic 
conveying of any kind of product in grain or powder, in 
the food, chemical or plastic industry, with low, aver-
age, high pressure lines. Olocco has always designed 
and developed products according to the fundamental 
principles of quality and good working practice.
In 1997 Olocco obtained the quality certification UNI 
ENISO9001. This certificate is both a very important 
target and a fundamental launching pad, a constant 
effort made by the company to 
improve product quality, so as to 
make sure that it remains at the top 
of the category. In line with these 
objectives Olocco has also certi-
fied its product range in accordance 
with Atex Directive 94/9/CE.
Olocco makes use of the very latest 
highly advanced technology in the 
design and production of its com-
ponents. A valid team is involved 

Production departments at 
Olocco.
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in ongoing research to renew and improve the qual-
ity of the product range, thanks to a modern CAD 
3D system. Olocco uses high-technology to produce 
valves and accessories for pneumatic conveying and 
metering, always at the forefront in terms of technical 
specifications, quality and safety. Thanks to minimum 
tolerances and technical devices the company is able 
to meet the specific needs of every type of product 
and customer.
Olocco is able to guarantee the food compatibility of 
its products, in compliance with the provisions of the 
EC regulation nr. 1935/2004 concerning materials and 
objects intended to come into contact with food prod-
ucts (MOCA), and to the EC regulation nr. 2023/2006 
on good manufacturing practices (GMP) for materials 
and objects intended to come in contact with food.
(Olocco - Via del Santuario 41 - 12045 Fossano - CN 
- Italy - Tel. +39 0172 692579 - Fax +39 0172 692578 - 
www.olocco.eu)

Italian industrial brushes for mills, 
feed mills and pasta industries

S.i.a.t. is an Italian brush manufacturer with 50 years 
experience in Italy and worldwide. It provides its many 
products to the main manufacturers of equipment for 
mills, feed mills, and pasta factories. S.i.a.t. uses only 
high-tech machines and raw materials certified to be 
suitable for direct use with food.
Among the products designed and manufactured by 
S.i.a.t., a wide range of items for milling processing is 
available, including the ESTS sieve cleaner with a trian-
gular-star shape which has been designed for the new 
concept of plansifters having a wide sifting surface.
(S.i.a.t. - Via Circonvallazione Ovest 53 -  40050 Ca-
stello d’Argile - BO - Italy - Tel. +39 051 977027 - Fax 
+39 051 977252 - www.siat.it)

The sieve cleaner model ESTS 
(S.i.a.t.).

http://www.olocco.eu
http://www.siat.it
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Spare parts and accessories 
for flour and feed mills

O.B.R. di Bulgarelli & C. is an Italian company with 
over 40 years of experience, specialized in the produc-
tion and supply of articles for hammer mills. The range 
of products includes hammers, grids, sieves, perforat-
ed sheets, pins, break plates and wearing parts.
These products can be used in various applica-
tions. Infact, they can be used in crushing and 
grinding different materials such as cereals, wood, 
plastic, organic compost and others.
O.B.R. hammers are produced using special steel 
with certified quality, the subsequent processing 
is performed on production lines with specific ma-
chinery. The hammers are then subjected to heat 
treatment in order to obtain the hardness and re-
sistance necessary to ensure their endurance.
Regarding the production of sieves for mills, 
O.B.R. uses special machinery and depending on the 
need and on the products to be treated, it can provide 
sieves with greater hole size which are able to increase 
the performance of the machine.
Recently a line has been introduced which is dedicated 
to the production of perforated sheets with full perim-
eter edges with the aim of giving greater strength and 
longer life to the pieces.
The technologies adopted enable the company to 
maintain excellent qualitative characteristics despite 
the larger volumes of production.
Thanks to the experience gained in the sector and to 
the research activity which have led O.B.R. to con-
stantly update plants and equipment, the company is 
able focus on the different requirements of the market 
and to satisfy any customer needs.
(O.B.R. di Bulgarelli & C. - Via F. Parri 3 - 42045 Luz-
zara - RE - Italy - Tel. +39 0522 976972 - Fax +39 
0522 970909 - www.obr.it)

Hammers for mill 
(O.B.R. di Bulgarelli & C.).

http://www.obr.it
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supplier news

Pavan and GEA join forces for the first 
time at Anuga FoodTec

Only a few months after acquiring the Italian Pavan 
Group, the technology group GEA already integrated 
the company into its booth at the March Anuga Fo-
odTec in Cologne. GEA hosted food industry repre-
sentatives in its booth to learn more about the future 
of food processing through innovative equipment and 
integrated solutions.
Pavan, a leading supplier of extrusion and milling 
technology for processing all kinds of fresh and dry pa-
stas, cereal-based snacks and breakfast cereals, pre-
sented its technology know-how to visitors, from raw 

material handling to final 
packaging. 
Pavan know-how in ex-
trusion technology, the 
wide range of industrial 
solutions, constant work 
in R&D and presence in 
key international markets 
are the foundation upon 
which GEA will streng-
then its growth within 
these sectors, particularly 
as it concerns integrated 
process solutions. GEA’s 
acquisition marks a new 

The entire production line
 for long-cut dry pasta 
(Pavan Group).
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phase of growth for the 
new subsidiaries which 
can rely on the support 
of a large brand with so-
lid industrial and financial 
capacity. The merger will 
enable the development 
of innovative technologies 
and commercial syner-
gies, with the goal of of-
fering clients high quality 
products and services. 
«Although still new, the 
cooperation with our new 
colleagues in the various 
companies of the Pavan Group is excellent, confirming 
that they will add value to GEA. During the world’s 
leading Anuga FoodTec fair, we have had a great op-
portunity to demonstrate our new competencies», 
says Keimpe van der Hoeven, Senior Vice President, 
Product Group Pasta, Extrusion & Milling at GEA. 
The Pavan Group was acquired by GEA in November 
2017 and is among the worldwide leaders in the design 
and engineering of technologies and integrated pro-
duct lines for cereal based food, from the handling of 
raw materials to the final packaging. The international 
technology group operates in the business through all 
leading brands covering the whole production process, 
Golfetto Sangati for grain milling and handling, Pavan 
for dry and fresh pasta, snacks and breakfast cereal 
processing, Montoni for dies and moulds manufactu-
ring, Pizeta for pasta and cereals handling and Stiavelli 
for pasta and snacks packaging. With more than 700 
employees, the group generated a turnover of around 
EUR 170 million in 2016. Pavan exports 95% of its pro-
ducts from six production sites in Italy and one in Chi-
na to 130 countries around the world.
(Pavan Group - Via Monte Grappa 8 - 35015 Galliera 
Veneta - PD - Italy - Tel. +39 049 9423111 - Fax +39 
049 9415490 - www.pavan.com)

Extrusion process with Pavan 
pellet plant (Pavan Group).

http://www.pavan.com
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A campus, high level training, events, 
conferences at the avant-garde 
research centre in Jolanda di Savoia

Even defining it as an “avant-garde research centre” 
does not do it justice, as it is a bona fide container of 
ideas and proposals, a place where ideas are exchan-
ged, research is conducted and discoveries are made, 
unifying and making different sectors and competen-
cies work together. 
The Jolanda di Savoia (Ferrara - Italy) is a campus 
offering high level training, events, conferences at the 
avant-garde research centre commissioned by Bonifi-
che Ferraresi and Ocrim. What ideal leads various Ita-
lian businesses to rally together for the common good? 
The desire to unite their energy and best resources for 
the culture of Italian excellence.
The centre was conceived, designed and built to create 
a unique synergy between various minds and busines-
ses, which are, in their own right, unique containers 

of specialised, targeted, and 
circumscribed competencies, 
which, when made to work to-
gether, create an actual hub of 
consulting, training, internship, 
a positively versatile hub for 
every need.
This is the first project of its 
kind in Italy.
Bonifiche Ferraresi and Ocrim 
have fully involved, in every 
aspect, institutional agencies 
such as Ismea (Institute of Ser-
vices for the Agri Food Market) 
and CNR (National research 
Council), Ghigi, for the pasta 
industry, Enel, for power, the 

From left Alberto Antolini 
and Federico Vecchioni.
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Universities of Par-
ma, Bologna and 
Florence and Uni-
versità Cattolica, for 
high level training, 
in order to offer the 
hub true indepen-
dence and to bring 
a never-before-seen 
“plan” to comple-
tion in Italy. Various 
competencies were 
included in a single 
research hub, equipped with a large and futuristic audi-
torium, a mill, fields designed as outdoor areas for preci-
sion farming for empirical and cutting-edge training and 
a campus to stay at, offering participants the possibility 
of combining training and interpersonal experience, a 
campus that brings people together, catering to and en-
couraging on-going exchange.
From as early as the beginning of this year, internatio-
nal events, conferences and debates were organised, 
with the aim of popularising, creating rapport, provi-
ding information and training, especially on agri-food-
related themes and the use of advanced technology 
within the sector, with the presence and the intellec-
tual contribution of the economic and political world. 
Of these many initiatives, the “Zootecnia 4.0 (Animal 
Husbandry 4.0)” conference held on October 5th re-
ceived particular acclaim, with the participation of the 
Health Minister, Beatrice Lorenzin, and the Minister 
of Agricultural, Food and Forestry Policies, Maurizio 
Martina, in addition to figures and experts from the 
scientific-technological and agri-food sector.
The General Manager of Bonifiche Ferraresi, Federico 
Vecchioni, and of Ocrim, Alberto Antolini, increasin-
gly believe that this was the right choice, in fact, that it 
was a necessary investment of which we are only now 
able to fully appreciate the great opportunity that it 
offers the engineering-metalworking and mechanical 

Jolanda di Savoia (Ferrara, 
Italy) - The campus 

commissioned by Bonifiche 
Ferraresi and Ocrim.
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industry as well as the Fo-
od sector.
The culture and the con-
cept of “Italian Made” is 
undoubtedly the punctum 
and least common multi-
ple that embraces all of the 
various companies involved 
in Jolanda di Savoia’s avant-
garde hub. To this regard, 
on the occasion of the inau-

guration of the centre, the General Manager of Bonifiche 
Ferraresi, Federico Vecchioni, said, «History teaches us 
that when fine minds, looking out for the common go-
od, join and work together, the end result is, without a 
doubt, fruitful and positive. Whether this means bringing 
together people, politicians or companies, when the in-
tentions are aligned and forces join to build a chain, this 
chain becomes a true resource, not only for the sector 
that they work in, but for the entire community. It is our 
intent, through this union, to represent and implement 
the Italian Made culture, hence the culture of Italian 
excellence». Over the course of the same inauguration 
and referring to the avant-garde hub of Jolanda di Sa-
voia, the General Manager of Ocrim, Alberto Antolini, 
declared, «As things stand, it is our aim to “guide” our 
clients, from the first steps of learning about the raw ma-
terial, to processing it through the advanced technology 
of our increasingly-automated machines and plants, to 
the converting of the final product such as pasta, biscuits 
etc... It is our intent to make participants fully understand 
and show them, from up close, every processing phase of 
the raw materials, so that they can feel like the prime re-
presentative and very knowledgeable connoisseur of the 
product that they are offering».

Eloisa Martino,
Communications manager at Ocrim

(Ocrim - Via Angelo Massarotti 76 - 26100 Cremona - 
CR - Italy - Tel. +39 0372 4011 - Fax +39 0372 412692 
- www.ocrim.com)

Training in the fields.

http://www.ocrim.com
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Anselmo celebrates its 40th anniversary 
strengthening the brand 
in the world of dry pasta equipment

Anselmo, a world-renowned company for industrial 
equipment for dry pasta production, reaffirms its pre-
sence on both domestic and international markets. 
Established in 1978 with the initial aim of providing 
maintenance services to pasta factories operating in 
Italy and abroad, the company has evolved over the 
decades. Following a continuous development plan, 
the company installs since years its own equipment 
which is the result of a deep knowledge of pasta pro-
duction process and research for the best constructive 
features, based on a consolidated know-how (acquired 
with Braibanti technology) and, at the same time, on 
innovative solutions.
An activity carried out with passion, determination and 
devotion by Anselmo family, with a clear approach: to 
build fully reliable machines, where the production of 
high quality pasta is guaran-
teed from the first minutes 
of start-up and production 
capacity is normally higher 
than the expected nominal 
value. The target is to pro-
vide equipment where there 
is mostly no need for main-
tenance during the first ye-
ars of life and where energy 
consumption is lower than 
any solution on the market. 
All these advantages come 
with an essential plus: one 
of the most competitive pri-
ces on the market. Thanks 
to these features, Anselmo 

Uberto Selvatico Estense 
(on the left) 

and Fabrizio Anselmo.
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plants are widely known as the most reliable and pro-
ductive ones, providing the highest profitability against 
investment.
Celebrating the 40th anniversary of the foundation, 
Anselmo launched a new challenge, exploiting new bu-
siness synergies with the goal of consolidating its pre-
sence on the market. This scenario has become real as 
the activities of the company were taken over by a new 
partner, Dr. Uberto Selvatico Estense, a well known 
Italian entrepreneur leading Isaf Group, specialized in 
the field of ferrous and nonferrous metal working, and 
several industrial realities, operating in most diversified 
sectors, from Oil & Gas to the electro-medical.
The main goal of the company’s mission, says the new 
administration, has always been and will remain, “to 
provide maximum value to customers”.
For this reason, Anselmo brand remains unchanged. 
Anselmo Impianti Srl has in fact completed a business 
renting operation with Anselmo SpA, definitively pre-
serving both the brand and the reliable technology. An-
selmo family still actively contributes to new business 
strategies, carrying over the great knowledge that has 
been built up over the years, as well as a company staff 
that has acquired precious skills. The operative produc-
tion unit remains in the historical site, located in Bene 
Vagienna (Cuneo, Italy), guaranteeing absolute conti-
nuity to a reality that has definitely seen its origins and 
its strength in a deep link with the territory.
Many goals will be pursued, in order to consolidate and 
further strengthen the presence of Anselmo brand on 
the international market, primarily a continuous im-
provement in customer service, which the company 
wants to reinforce maintaining a relationship of trust 
with customers in the long term. Among a wide range 
of projects, new investments have been made in terms 
of simulation and design tools, and the sales network 
has been widely increased in order to be even closer 
to customers. From a technical point of view, there is 
an ongoing process to optimize the lines, ranging from 
short goods, long ones, special shapes and couscous, 
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while maintaining quality and reliability as primary tar-
gets, without reducing equipment flexibility and keeping 
a more and more competitive quality/price ratio.
(Anselmo Impianti - Via Fossano 33 - 12041 Bene Va-
gienna - CN - Italy - Tel. +39 0172 654755 - Fax +39 
0172 654811 - www.anselmoitalia.com)

Molitecnica Sud: experience, 
innovation and satisfaction

Also this year Molitecnica Sud is present at Ipack-
Ima 2018, the trade fair specialized in processing and 
packaging food and non-food held in Milan - Zona Rho 
Fiera from 29th May to 1st June 2018. Technological in-
novation and internationality are the key words of the 
fair which has reached its 24th edition and Molitecnica 
Sud, which has always focused on research and in-
novation, could not miss this event. The company is 
present in Hall 1 Stand C87 and Hall 3 Stand B79, the 
former is dedicated to the milling sector and the lat-
ter to storage and accessories for pasta factories. In 
the Pasta-Bakery & Milling pavilion, a team of highly 
specialized technicians is on hand to show why Mo-
litecnica Sud is appreciated both nationally and inter-
nationally: 
▹ Firstly, for their experience - The company has been 

operating in this sector for over fifty years and is spe-
cialized in the design, construction and maintenance 
of plants for mills, bakeries, pasta factories, feed 
mills, storage, metalworking and auxiliary machines.

▹ Secondly, for innovation and research - The contin-
uous evolution of the global market has not stopped 
Molitecnica Sud, but has seen the company increas-
ingly committed to widening the range of products, 
offering highly flexible, practical and innovative sys-
tems and solutions which are always in line with 
the best performance and the most effective use. 

http://www.anselmoitalia.com/
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▹ Thirdly, for customer satisfaction - The strength 
of a team is precisely the ability to offer its custom-
ers a tailor-made project, follow them during the 
implementation and assist them with the after-
sales service. The quality and reliability of the work 
is the reason why the company is chosen again and 
again for the maintenance and modernization and/
or expansion of plants. 

In conclusion, competence, technological innovation 
and the use of “Made in Italy” materials make Molitec-
nica Sud products exclusive and unique pieces.
(Molitecnica Sud - S.P. per Ruvo di Puglia km 1,300 
- C.da Torre La Macchia - 70022 Altamura - BA - 
Tel. +39 080 3101016 - Fax +39 080 3146832 - www.
molitecnicasud.com)

Group Pack from San Marino 
in the world

“Small enough to be great”. This is the slogan coined 
by the Republic of San Marino for Expo Milan 2015 
and which perfectly represents the Group Pack, a 
company based in San Marino. It is a world leading 
company in the sector of complete custom-made ma-
chines and equipment for the weighing, packaging, 
freighting and palletizing of bags from 0.5 to 1,500 kg 
for small, medium and large industries.
Sixty years of work and experience in the sector, in 
which competency, practicality and cordiality has 
combined the technologies and strategies of the fu-
ture. Group Pack, guarantees customized and full 
ranged solutions, from professional support for the 
planning and implementation, combined with a con-
stant qualified assistance, ensuring top performance 
with excellent results in various sector such as food, 
livestock, extractive and chemical industries. The 
most innovative solutions are available thanks to 
continuous automation and technologically advan-

http://www.molitecnicasud.com
http://www.molitecnicasud.com
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ced equipment, keeping up with the demands of the 
market. The company has gained acceptance and re-
spect from the ever increasing number of customers 
around the world. 
The range of solutions offered by Group Pack inclu-
des: MID Europe certified weighing machines; auto-
matic and semiautomatic machines for valve bags of 
all sizes and for all valve sizes; a bag positioning de-
vice which fits any bagging machine model and ver-
satile for any position in the empty bag storehouse; 
labelling machines; ultrasonic welding for a complete 
sealing of the bag, new Group Pack system which eli-
minates the downtimes, maintaining the same pro-
duction of the bagging machine and suitable for any 
equipment; empty bag storehouse, maximum capacity 
in minimum space; automatic and semiautomatic ma-
chines for open mouth bags of any material and size 
with various closures; large machine lines: automatic 
and semiautomatic Gros Bag. Attachment: a bag pres-
sing system; metal detectors; weight control; conveyer 
belts; bottom-load, top-load and robotized automatic 
palletizers; winders; stretch hood machines.
Group Pack is a company with a strong genuine di-
mension which characterises the people and territory 
in which it has develo-
ped. This means that 
they are able to offer 
the customer a direct 
and warm contact com-
bined with an organised 
approach, which is deci-
sive and practical for the 
various needs.
(Group Pack - Strada 
del Lavoro 71 - 47892 
Acquaviva - Republic of 
San Marino - Tel. +378 
0549 911186 - Fax +378 
0549 957461 - www.
group-pack.com)

SpeedyBag, Automatic 
system for valve bags of 

any size, material and for 
each valve size. Suitable 

for weighing, bagging, 
packaging, handling, 

palletizing and wrapping, 
any type of product 

(Group Pack).

http://www.group-pack.com
http://www.group-pack.com
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Wheats & Women international 
conference and Carlotta Award

On the occasion of the 150th an-
niversary of the birth of Carlotta 
Strampelli, Countess Parisani (1868-
1926), wife and inspiring collabora-
tor of Nazareno Strampelli, the Ital-
ian National Academy of Sciences 
and the Italian National Agency for 
New Technologies, Energy and Sus-
tainable Economic Development 
(ENEA) have organised the Wheats 
& Women International Confer-
ence to be held in Rome on June 
14th and 15th 2018.
The Wheats & Women International 
Conference will be the ideal framework 
for the delivery of the first edition of 
the Carlotta Award, to honor achieve-
ments of women scientists in the field of 
wheat genetics and breeding.
The prize grant has been set at 5,000 
euro.
The Conference will offer the opportu-
nity to:
▹ present and share the latest research 

experiences, new approaches and 
technologies in wheat research;

▹ highlight “what” the sustainable 
wheat production problems are and 
“how” they can be solved;

▹ celebrate the achievements of wom-
en working on wheat and related 
species.

Wheat varieties are going to face in-
creasing challenges, including climate 
changes, production must be economi-
cally and ecologically sustainable, the 
harvest must be safe and possess nu-
tritional and technological qualities. 
Women are deeply engaged in this en-
deavor.
The four plenary sessions of the 
Wheats & Women International Con-
ference will deal with: Breakthrough 
discoveries that will shape research on 
wheat; New breeding approaches for 
sustainability and food security; Im-
proving wheat quality for processing, 
health and nutritional value; Agricul-

events

http://www.enea.it/it
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ture and 2030 Agenda, the future of 
farming.
The following is a brief biography of 
Carlotta Parisani Strampelli. Carlot-
ta Parisani (1868-1926), daughter of 
Count Giuseppe Parisani and Princess 
Emilia Gabrielli, descendant of Lucien 
Bonaparte (Napoleon’s brother), mar-
ried Nazareno Strampelli on April 28th 
1900 in St. Bernard Church in Rome. 
In 1903, she and her husband moved 
from Camerino to Rieti with a two 
year old daughter and expecting their 
second child. In doing so, Carlotta ac-
cepted a life and a fate that could have 
been considered too humble for a no-
ble-woman.
In Rieti, Nazareno Strampelli had a 
very diff icult period, and she helped 
and supported him in his scientif ic 
work. Carlotta worked to improve 
the performance of hybridization, 
acquiring a f ine dexterity and a per-
fect skill in “artif icial pollination” of 
the grain.
Carlotta Parisani Strampelli, was not 
just a wife and mother, but also the 
most valuable and assiduous collabora-
tor of Nazareno who, in recognition of 
her value, gave her name to three wheat 
varieties, the “Carlotta Strampelli” va-
riety, the most famous one, for which 
Nazzareno Strampelli was awarded the 
“Premio Santoro” by the Accademia 
Nazionale dei Lincei on 1918, and later, 
to two other varieties named “White 
Carlottina” and “Red Carlottina”, re-
spectively.
Studying the life and work of Naza-
reno Strampelli it was soon clear to 

everyone that Carlotta Parisani’s 
work was important for achieving the 
goals of the Italian student. In 1999, 
Tony Worland, attributing Carlotta 
a co-authorship role in her husband’s 
work, and wrote in the Journal of 
Genetics and Breeding, «Probably 
the most important gene introduced 
by Nazareno Strampelli and Carlotta 
Strampelli into Italian and worldwide 
breeding programmes was Phd1, a 
potent gene for insensitivity to pho-
toperiod». 
Surely, the figure of Carlotta Strampel-
li was overshadowed by  the scientific 
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stature of her husband. Carlotta acted 
as a “trailblazer” for all women, as a 
technical assistant at the beginning 
and as a researcher later.
She has been “proof” of how signifi-
cant the contribution of women to ge-
netics and breeding of cereals is.  Now, 
it is time to acknowledge her value and 
distinction through a public Award and 
recognition.
The Prize and the Conference, being 
based on the history and achievements 
of Italian Research in the Cereals sec-
tor, have been organised in Italy, but 

have the ambition to become a recog-
nized International Event and Award, 
involving a different Country to par-
ticipate to the initiative every year, and 
from time to time, giving an Award to 
a woman researcher coming from a dif-
ferent Country.
For this reason, organisers ask you to 
join in and rise to the challenge of or-
ganizing the next edition of Wheats 
& Women Conference and Carlotta 
Award 2021 in your Country.

www.wheatswomen-carlotta2018.com

 Ipack-Ima food processing 
and packaging within The Innovation 
Alliance at Fiera Milano

A turnover in excess of 23 billion euros, 
a workforce of over 70,000 and exports 
equating to 70% of the production. 
These are the numbers that character-
ise the Italian industrial reality repre-
sented by The Innovation Alliance, the 
new project that will see outstanding 
products from the entire production 
chain take centre stage at Fiera Milano. 
Representation from 42 countries has 
been confirmed so far, with a total of 
112,800 sq.m already booked. An es-
sential industrial community that, ow-
ing to the offer provided by national 
and international leading brands, will 
be systematically on display for the 

first time at an event dedicated to the 
production chain as a whole. The In-
novation Alliance, at Fiera Milano 
from the 29th of May to the 1st of 
June 2018, will in fact bring together 
five specialised exhibitions that each 
represent leading events in their re-
lated sectors. The project is promoted 
by Fiera Milano, which is committed to 
supporting the development of system 
events and industry trade fairs, un-
derstood as business tools, as well as 
growth opportunities for the individual 
sectors involved.
For the very first time, the following 
trade shows will be taking place si-
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multaneously: Ipack-Ima, the lead-
ing event for technologies in the food 
processing and packaging industry; 
Meat-Tech, the event specialised in 
processing and packaging for the meat 
industry; Plast, the event of reference 
for the plastic and rubber industry; 
Print4All, the new format dedicated to 
the commercial and industrial printing 
industry; Intralogistica Italia, the event 
that combines innovative solutions 
and integrated systems destined for 
industrial handling, warehouse man-
agement, material storage and picking 
operations.
The Innovation Alliance will be an 
opportunity to share knowledge and 
strategies as well as confirming the 
cross-cutting nature of an innovative 
production chain. A project that the 
Italian and international markets have 
welcomed with great enthusiasm, 
considering the significant numbers 
already achieved taking into consider-
ation that six months before opening 
day a total of 112,800 square metres 
and 1,662 direct exhibitors from 42 
countries had already enrolled, with 
good prospects for growth in the fol-
lowing months. 
The Innovation Alliance will essen-
tially occupy the entire area that con-
stitutes the Fiera Milano exhibition 
district, representing the largest event 
dedicated to industrial machinery in 
Italy and one of the leading sector 
events in Europe.
The figures and forecasts concerning 
the Italian processing and packaging 
sector confirm the industry’s growth 

in the second half of 2016, with the 
majority of companies expecting to 
see the positive trend continue over 
the first six months of 2017. An indus-
trial sector in a good state of health 
with an annual turnover in excess of 
44 billion euros and a strong export 
propensity which opens up exciting 
business opportunities is the picture 
of the Italian processing and packag-
ing industry painted by the “Ipack-
Ima Monitor”, the half-yearly busi-
ness study conducted over a sample 
of companies representing the entire 
supply chain. The industry, consist-
ing of manufacturers of processing 
and packaging machinery, suppliers of 
components and producers of materi-
als, serves a range of downstream in-
dustrial sectors divided up into a num-
ber of business communities: Food, 
Fresh & Convenience, Meat & Fish, 
Pasta, Bakery, Milling, Beverage, 
Confectionery, Chemicals, Home 
& Industrial and Health & Personal 
Care.
Looking in detail at the various business 
communities, in the Pasta, Bakery & 
Milling sector, just over half of the com-
panies in the sample (between 62% and 
64% of the total) reported an increase 
in sales in the second half of 2016. The 
assessment of the current half year pe-
riod appears to be more positive, with 
the number of companies expecting to 
see increases in turnover from either 
exports or domestic turnover up by 15 
percentage points.

www.ipack-ima.com/en

http://www.ipack-ima.com/en
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22-24 May 2018 - Parma: Sps Ipc Drives 
Italia, exhibition for industrial automation & 
digitalization - www.spsitalia.it
29 May - 1 June 2018 - Rho (Milano): Ipack-
Ima, international exhibition for milling, pasta, 
bakery and food industries - www.ipack-ima.
com
14-15 June 2018 - Roma: Wheats & Women 
Carlotta Award 2018, international confer-
ence on wheat research - www.wheatswom-
en-carlotta2018.com
7-10 September 2018 - Bologna: Sana, 30th 

international exhibition of organic and natural 
products  - www.sana.it
18-21 September 2018 - Parma: EFSA con-
ference 2018 on science, food and society - 
https://conference.efsa.europa.eu

International events in Italy
The Chiriotti Editori Publishing house takes part at the red coloured events.

20-24 September 2018 - Torino: Salone del 
Gusto, 12th international event dedicated to 
food - www.salonedelgusto.com/en
24-27 October 2018 - Cremona: Fiere 
Zootecniche, Cremona international live-
stock exhibitions - www.f ierezootecni-
checr.it
17-20 November 2018 - Rimini: Gluten 
Free Expo, international fair of gluten free 
products and diet - www.glutenfreeexpo.it
19-23 January 2019 - Rimini: Sigep, 40th 
international trade show of artisan gelato, 
pastry, bakery and coffee - www.sigep.it
14-15 February 2019 - Pordenone: Vertical 
Farming, international exhibition and confer-
ence for acquaculture, algaculture and vertical 
farming - www.aquafarm.show

29 May - 2 June 2018 - Bangkok (Thai-
land): Thaifex World of Food Asia - www.
worldoffoodasia.com 
4-6 June 2018 - Rotterdam (The Neth-
erlands): 7th Dietary Fibre Conference, fibre 
diversity in food, fermentation and health - 
www.dietaryfibre.org
12-14 June 2018 - Indianapolis (USA): 
13th Fumigants & Pheromones Conference - 
www.store.insectslimited.com
13-16 June 2018 - Bangkok (Thailand): 
Propak Asia, 26th international processing and 
packaging technology event for Asia - www.
propakasia.com
19 June 2018 - London (United Kingdom): 

27th IGC, International Grains Council confer-
ence - www.igc.int
20-21 June 2018 - Lyon (France): 63rd Euro-
pean Feed Manufacturers’ Federation (Fefac) 
annual general meeting - www.fefac.eu
26-29 June 2018 - São Paulo (Brazil): Fis-
pal, 34th international technology trade show 
for the food and beverage industry - www.
fispaltecnologia.com.br
3-5 July 2018 - Stuttgart (Germany): 5th 
International Iseki Food Conference - www.
isekiconferences.com/stuttgart2018
15-18 July 2018 - Chicago (USA): Institute 
of Food Technologists annual meeting - www.
iftevent.org

Worldwide events
The Chiriotti Editori Publishing house takes part at the red coloured events.
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http://www.wheatswomen-carlotta2018.com
http://www.sana.it/
http://conference.efsa.europa.eu
http://www.salonedelgusto.com/en
http://www.fierezootecnichecr.it
http://www.fierezootecnichecr.it
http://www.glutenfreeexpo.it
http://www.sigep.it
http://www.aquafarm.show
http://www.worldoffoodasia.com
http://www.worldoffoodasia.com
http://www.dietaryfibre.org
http://www.store.insectslimited.com
http://www.propakasia.com
http://www.propakasia.com
http://www.igc.int
http://www.fefac.eu
http://www.fispaltecnologia.com.br
http://www.fispaltecnologia.com.br
http://www.isekiconferences.com/stuttgart2018
http://www.isekiconferences.com/stuttgart2018
http://www.iftevent.org
http://www.iftevent.org
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25-29 August 2018 - Montpellier (France): 
Aquaculture Europe 2018, international con-
ference of the European Aquaculture Society 
- www.aquaeas.eu 
4-6 September 2018 - Johannesburg 
(South Africa): Fdt, food & drink technol-
ogy Africa - www.fdt-africa.com
11-14 September 2018 - Rennes (France): 
Space, international livestock expo - www.
space.fr
15-20 September 2018 - München (Ger-
many): Iba, international trade fair for bakery, 
pastry and snacks - www.iba.de
27-29 September 2018 - Mumbai (India): 13th 
Anutec, international supplier fair for the food 
and drink industry - www.foodtecindia.com
1-3 October 2018 - Frankfurt (Germany): 
2nd  Food Tech Conference, international con-
ference on food science and bioprocess tech-
nology -  http://foodtech.madridge.com
7-11 October 2018 - Berlin (Germany): 12th 
International Working Conference on Stored 
Product Protection (IWCSPP) - iwcspp2018.
julius-kuehn.de
21-23 October 2018 - London (United 
Kingdom): AACC International Cereals & 
Grains 18 - www.aaccnet.org
21-25 October 2018 - Paris (France): Sial, 
international food expo - www.sialparis.com
23-27 October 2018 - Mumbai (India): 19th 
IUFoST World Food Science and Technology 
Congress - www.iufost2018.com
5-7 November 2018 - Amsterdam (The 
Netherlands): RME, 2nd conference on rapid 
analysis & diagnostics across the agri-food, 
animal health and healthcare sectors - www.
rapidmethods.eu
5-8 November 2018 - Taipei (China): ICC 
International Conference “Grains for Wellbe-
ing” - www.icc.or.at/node/3006
6-8 November 2018 - Nantes (France): 
32nd EFFoST International Conference on in-
novative food structures and functionalities - 
www.effostconference.com
6-8 November 2018 - Dubai (United Arab 

Emirates): Gulfood Manufacturing, interna-
tional exhibition for food industries - www.
gulfoodmanufacturing.com
7-8 November 2018 - Paris (France): 69th 
Jtic International, milling and cereal industries 
meeting - www.jtic.eu
26-29 November 2018 - Paris (France): 
All4pack Paris, international packaging, pro-
cessing, printing and handling exhibition - 
www.all4pack.com
27-29 November 2018 - Frankfurt (Ger-
many): Health Ingredients Europe & Natural 
ingredients - www.figlobal.com/hieurope
4-5 December 2018 - Berlin (Germany): 
European Bioplastics Conference - www.euro-
pean-bioplastics.org/events/eubp-conference
17-18 January 2019 - Amsterdam (The 
Netherlands): Mind, Mood & Microbes, 2nd 
international conference on microbiota-gut-
brain axis  - www.mindmoodmicrobes.org
12-14 February 2019 - Atlanta (USA): 
Ippe, poultry, meat and feed industries expo - 
www.ippexpo.org
17-21 February 2019 - Dubai (United Ar-
ab Emirates): Gulfood, annual food event - 
www.gulfood.com
9-12 March 2019 - New Orleans (USA): 
GEAPS Exchange, grain industry exhibition - 
www.geaps.com/exchange-expo
11-13 March 2019 - Bangkok (Thailand): 
6th Global Feed & Food Congress 2019 - www.
gffc2019.com
12-14 March 2019 - São Paulo (Brazil): 
Anufood Brazil, international trade show for 
the food and  beverage sector - www.anu-
foodbrazil.com.br
26-28 March 2019 - Chicago (USA): Pro-
Food Tech, processing event for food and bev-
erage - www.profoodtech.com
1-3 April 2019 - Amsterdam (The Nether-
lands): 2nd Food Allergy Forum International 
Conference - www.foodallergyforum.org
9-11 April 2019 - Nürnberg (Germany): 
Powtech, exhibition for powder and bulk solids 
technology - www.powtech.de/en

http://www.aquaeas.eu
http://www.fdt-africa.com
http://www.space.fr
http://www.space.fr
http://www.iba.de
http://www.foodtecindia.com
http://foodtech.madridge.com
http://iwcspp2018.julius-kuehn.de
http://iwcspp2018.julius-kuehn.de
http://www.aaccnet.org
http://www.sialparis.com/
http://www.iufost2018.com
http://www.rapidmethods.eu
http://www.rapidmethods.eu
http://www.icc.or.at/node/3006
http://www.effostconference.com
http://www.gulfoodmanufacturing.com
http://www.gulfoodmanufacturing.com
http://www.jtic.eu
http://www.all4pack.com
http://www.figlobal.com/hieurope
http://www.european-bioplastics.org/events/eubp-conference
http://www.european-bioplastics.org/events/eubp-conference
http://www.mindmoodmicrobes.org
http://www.ippexpo.org
http://www.gulfood.com
http://www.geaps.com/exchange-expo
http://www.gffc2019.com
http://www.gffc2019.com
http://www.anufoodbrazil.com.br
http://www.anufoodbrazil.com.br
http://www.foodallergyforum.org
http://www.powtech.de/en
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AGRINOVA SRL
Via Togliatti   52
12038 - SAVIGLIANO CN - ITALY
+39 0172 715488
+39 0172 33408
info@agrinova.it
www.agrinova.it

cereal milling equipment belts brush sieves pipes, piping 
clothing, gaskets sti tching ancillary equipment sleeves 
bucket elevators

AIR INTERNATIONAL SRL
Via degli Aff ari 333, in Via del Lavoro
24045 - FARA GERA D’ADDA BG - ITALY
+39 0363 397883
+39 0363 1920103
info@airinternati onal.it
www.airinternati onal.it

air treatment

AMANDUS KAHL GMBH & CO KG
Dieselstrasse 5-9 - D
D 21465 - REINBEK - GERMANY
+49 40727710
+49 4072771100
info@amandus-kahl-group.de
www.akahl.de

feed equipment extruders

ANTENORE VISENTIN SRL
Via Cartera 39
31100 - TREVISO TV - ITALY
+39 0422 300311
+39 0422 301614
info@antenorevisenti n.com
www.antenorevisenti n.com

cereal milling equipment

ANSELMO IMPIANTI SRL
Via Fossano 33
12041 - BENE VAGIENNA CN - ITALY
+39 0172 654755
+39 0172 654811
anselmo@anselmoitalia.com
www.anselmoitalia.com

pasta machines

ARDA INNOVATIONS SRL
Via Provinciale SP21/303
29018 - LUGAGNANO VAL D’ARDA PC - ITALY
+39 0523 1727481
+39 0523 891013
info@ardainnovati ons.it
www.ardainnovati ons.it

recycling plants

ATLAS COPCO ITALIA SPA
Via Galileo Galilei 40
20092 - CINISELLO BALSAMO MI - ITALY
+39 02 617991
+39 02 66014696
info.ct@it.atlascopco.com
www.atlascopco.it

ancillary equipment

BECCARIA SRL
Via Sperino 46
12030 - SCARNAFIGI CN - ITALY
+39 0175 274737
+39 0175 274748
beccaria@beccaria.it
www.beccaria.it

cereal milling equipment feed equipment silos hammer 
mills feed mixers extractors pneumati c conveyors

BONA SRL
Via Volterra 17
20900 - MONZA MB - ITALY
+39 039 741117
+39 039 741172
bonasrl@bonasrl.it
www.bonasrl.it

analysis equipment

BONTA’ INFINITE SRL
Via Nazionale San Biagio 127
98050 - TERME VIGLIATORE ME - ITALY
+39 090 9783091
+39 090 9783234
info@bontainfi nite.com
www.bontainfi nite.com

semi-fi nished products
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BORGHI SRL
Via Paradello 7
45037 - MELARA RO - ITALY
+39 0425 89689
+39 0425 89636
info@borghigroup.it
www.borghigroup.it

cereal milling equipment bucket elevators dust collectors, 
cyclones pipes, piping silos fans, blowers ancillary equip-
ment sift ers sieves hoppers rice milling trieurs

BRAMBATI SPA
Via Strada Nuova 37
27050 - CODEVILLA PV - ITALY
+39 0383 373100
+39 0383 373078
info@brambati .it
www.brambati .it

pasta machines coff ee equipment silos feeders, proporti o-
ners, dosers roasters crackers extractors peelers cutti  ng 
machines peelers

BÜHLER SPA
Via San Bovio 3 - San Felice
20090 - SEGRATE MI - ITALY
+39 02 703111
+39 02 70311444
buhler.milan@buhlergroup.com
www.buhlergroup.com

washers pellet mills driers alveographs cereal milling equi-
pment feed equipment pasta machines confecti onery ba-
kery equipment dampers sift ers farinographs roller mills 
moisture testers silos pasta presses purifi ers plansift er 
extruders coff ee equipment cocoa processing machines 
granulators granulati ng machines degerminators rice mil-
lings courers hammer mills refi ners pasta driers

CAMLOGIC SNC
Via Dell’Industria 12
42025 - CAVRIAGO RE - ITALY
+39 0522 941172
+39 0522 942643
camlogic@camlogic.it
www.camlogic.it

ancillary equipment level indicators

CAREDI SRL
Via Sant’Elena 52
31057 - SANT’ELENA DI SILEA TV - ITALY
+39 0422 94073
+39 0422 94812
info@caredi.it
www.caredi.it

trieurs silos

CBC SRL
S S 75 C. U. Km 4,190 - Z.I.
06083 - OSPEDALICCHIO BASTIA UMBRA PG - ITALY
+39 075 808151
+39 075 8081508
sales@concetti  .com
www.concetti  .com

packaging equipment sacks fi lling machines palleti zers de-
palleti zers weight checker

CHIARINI E FERRARI IMPIANTI TECN. SRL
Via I Maggio 8
40015 - ANZOLA DELL’EMILIA BO - ITALY
+39 051 734270
+39 051 /733704
info@chiarinieferrari.it
www. chiarinieferrari.it

conditi oners 

CIMBRIA HEID ITALIA SRL
Via Colombarott o 2
40026 - IMOLA BO - ITALY
+39 0542 643302
+39 0542 643163
info@cimbria.it
www.cimbria.com

cereal milling equipment trieurs graders, sorters

CIMBRIA SRL ELECTRONIC SORTING
Via Colombarott o 2
40026 - IMOLA BO - ITALY
+39 0542 361423
+39 0542 643567
info@seasort.com
www.seasort.com

graders, sorters

CMB SRL
Via Anconett a 16
36063 - MAROSTICA VI - ITALY
+39 0424 780176
+39 0424 472196
info@cmbsrl.com
www.cmbsrl.com

feeders, proporti oners, dosers
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CMF FERRARI CARLO SRL
Via Venezia 3
25037 - PONTOGLIO BS - ITALY
+39 030 7376774
+39 030 7470892
amministrazione@cmf-italia.it
www.cmf-italia.it

feed equipment fl akers driers roller mills toasters sacks 
fi lling machines scourers

CODEGA GIANFRANCO
Via Lago Di Garda 31
26837 - MULAZZANO LO - ITALY
+39 02 9896320
+39 02 9896320
gianfranco.codega@ti scalinet.it

feed equipment bleachers cleaners plansift er

COLOMBO PIETRO DI A. COLOMBO & C SNC
Via Marco D’ Oggiono 21 - C.P. 63 64
23848 - OGGIONO LC - ITALY
+39 0341 576251
+39 0341 579005
info@colombopietro.it
www.colombopietro.it

fl our, feed, rice mills handling and storage sub supplying
screws, worms ancillary equipment

CONCETTI GROUP
S S 75 C.U. Km 4,190 - Fraz. Ospedalicchio
06083 - BASTIA UMBRA PG - ITALY
+39 075 801561
+39 075 8000894
salesitaly@concetti  .com
www.concetti  .com

packaging and bott lingh handling and storage
packaging equipment sacks fi lling machines depalleti zers 
palleti zers palleti zing robots sti tching

CPS SRL
Via Montecassino 47 - Località Larghe
40050 - FUNO DI ARGELATO BO - ITALY
+39 051 6647979
+39 051 6647978
info@cpscucitrici.it
www.cpscucitrici.it

sti tching sacks fi lling machines

CUSINATO GIOVANNI SRL
Via Monte Pelmo 8
35018 - SAN MARTINO DI LUPARI PD - ITALY
+39 049 9440146
+39 049 9440174
info@cusinato.com
www.cusinato.com

pasta machines material handling and storage silos bucket 
elevators sieves sift ers pipes, pipings crews, worms con-
veyor belts silos hoppers vibrators

DEFINO & GIANCASPRO SRL
Via Archimede 27/33 - Zona Pip
70024 - GRAVINA IN PUGLIA BA - ITALY
+39 080 3266196
+39 080 3265854
info@defi no-giancaspro.com
www.defi no-giancaspro.com

pipes, piping ancillary equipment cereal milling equipment

DELLAVALLE SRL
Via Per Suno 2
28040 - MEZZOMERICO NO - ITALY
+39 0321 97097
+39 0321 97401
dellavalle@cerealmachinery.it
www.cerealmachinery.it

rice milling aspirators, sucti on units, exhaust units dust 
collectors, cyclones scourers bucket elevators plansift er 
bleachers graders, sorters

DOLZAN IMPIANTI SRL
Via Roma 260
35015 - GALLIERA VENETA PD - ITALY
+39 049 5969375
+39 049 9470138
dolzan@dolzan.com
www.dolzan.com

packaging equipment vff s verti cal form fi ll seal machines 
vacuum packaging machines fi lling closing machines

ERIGO SRL
Via Buonarroti  65
20064 - GORGONZOLA MI - ITALY
+39 02 95302132
+39 02 95302134
info@erigo.it
www.erigo.it

ancillary equipment ATEX service
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 ESSEBIEMME PLAST SRL
Via Sarzanese 2993
55054 - MASSAROSA LU - ITALY
+39 0584 340202
+39 0584 359987
info@essebiemmeplast.it
www.essebiemmeplast.it

pasta machines ancillary equipment

FAVA SPA
Via IV Novembre 29
44042 - CENTO FE - ITALY
+39 051 6843411
+39 051 6835740
info@fava.it
www.fava.it

pasta machines pasta presses pasta driers emulsifi ers

FRAGOLA F.LLI SPA
Via Del Caminaccio 2
06088 - SANTA MARIA ANGELI PG - ITALY
+39 075 805291
+39 075 8042717
commerciale@fragolaspa.com
www.fragolaspa.com

feed equipment silos crumblers pellet mills

GAUSS MAGNETI SRL
Via Scaroni 1
25131 - BRESCIA BS - ITALY
+39 030 3580375
+39 030 3580517
info@gaussmagneti .it
www.gaussmagneti .it

magnets metal detectors

GRESPAN IMPIANTI TECNOLOGICI SRL
Via Roma 144
31020 - CASTRETTE DI VILLORBA TV - ITALY
+39 0422 608848
+39 0422 608083
info@grespan.it
www.grespan.it

feed equipment silos

GOLFETTO SANGATI SRL
Via Fratelli Bandiera 3
31055 - QUINTO DI TREVISO PD - ITALY
+39 0422 476700
+39 0422 476800
info@golfett osangati .com
www.golfett osangati .com

cereal milling equipment feed equipment silos purifi ers 
degerminators roller mills washers scourers cleaners

GROUP PACK SRL
Strada Del Lavoro 71
47892 - ACQUAVIVA - RSM
+378 0549 911186
+378 0549 957461
info@group-pack.com
www.group-pack.com

sacks fi lling machines sti tching palleti zers fi lling closing 
machines weighers, scales weight checker pallet wrap-
ping, hooding machines

IMAGIN SOLUTIONS SRL
Via Dante Alighieri 25
24030 - MEDOLAGO BG - ITALY
+39 035 902103

info@bonfanti.eu
www.bonfanti.eu

driers

IMMAC SRL
Via Strada Nuova 25
27050 - CODEVILLA PV - ITALY
+39 0383 373044
+39 0383 73835
info@immacsrl.com
www.immacsrl.com

cereal milling equipment roller mills plansift er material 
handling and storage aspirators, sucti on units, exhaust 
units

IMPAC SRL
Via Ghisolfi  e Guareschi 9
43015 - NOCETO PR - ITALY
+39 0521 620841
+39 0521 627988
info@impac.it
www.impac.it

palleti zers depalleti zers stackers conveyor belts cereal 
milling equipment pasta machines fresh pasta machinery 
sacks fi lling machines carton erectors pallet wrapping, ho-
oding machines overturning equipment palleti zing robots
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IROM ITALIA SRL
Via Volturno 80 - Fontana Bldg
20861 - BRUGHERIO MB - ITALY
+39 039 878673
+39 039 884828
info@iromitalia.com
www.iromitalia.com

cereal milling equipment analysis equipment moisture 
testers graders, sortersrice milling

ITALPACK SRL
Via Costa 106
47822 - SANTARCANGELO DI ROMAGNA RN - ITALY
+39 0541 625157
+39 0541 621956
italpack@italpack.net
www.italpack.net

feeders, proporti oners, dosers fi lling closing machines 
vff s verti cal form fi ll seal machines sacks fi lling machines 
packaging equipment shrink tunnels

ITALSAVE SRL
Via Vecellio 13
31025 - SARANO DI SANTA LUCIA DI PIAVE TV - ITALY
+39 0438 460640
+39 0438 460672
info@italsave.it
www.italsave.it

assistance, maintenance paints, lining, coati ng

ITALVIBRAS SPA
Via Ghiarola Nuova 22 26
41042 - FIORANO MODENESE MO - ITALY
+39 0536 804634
+39 0536 804720
italvibras@italvibras.it
www.italvibras.it

vibrators

LA NUOVA LAMPA SNC
Via Cagnona 1819
47039 - SAVIGNANO SUL RUBICONE FC - ITALY
+39 0541 938120
+39 0541 938160
nlampa@nuovalampa.com
www.nuovalampa.com

pasta machines

LANDUCCI SRL
Via Landucci 1
51100 - PISTOIA PT - ITALY
+39 0573 532546
+39 0573 533067
landucci@landucci.it
www.landucci.it

pasta machines dies cutti  ng machines washing machines

LTA SNC
Viale Dell’industria 11
36016 - THIENE VI - ITALY
+39 0445 370993
+39 0445 813114
info@ltaitalia.it
www.ltaitalia.it

pasta machines pasta driers

MAGNETICA TORRI SNC
Via Giovanni XXIII 10
25086 - REZZATO BS - ITALY
+39 030 2594184
+39 030 2791545
info@magneticatorri.it
www.magneticatorri.it

ancillary equipment

MARANI SNC
Frazione Casalfoschino 16/BIS
43018 - SISSA TRECASALI PR - ITALY
+39 0521 877223
+39 0521 879545
info@marani.it
www.marani.it

cereal milling equipment assistance, maintenance

MAZZOLARI SRL
Via Aldo Moro 14 - Z. I. Cignone
26020 - CORTE DE’ CORTESI CR - ITALY
+39 0372 926002
+39 0372 926107
info@mazzolariricambi.it
www.mazzolariricambi.it

ancillary equipment
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MF TECNO SRL
Via Porziuncola 28
06081 - TORDANDREA D’ASSISI PG - ITALY
+39 075 8043623
+39 075 7827493
info@mft ecno.it
www.mft ecno.it

feed equipment packaging equipment sacks fi lling machi-
nes depalleti zers palleti zers palleti zing robots sti tching

MILL SERVICE SPA
Via A. Meucci 2
35037 - TEOLO PD - ITALY
+39 049 8978743
+39 049 8978780
info@ms-italia.com
www.ms-italia.com

cereal milling equipment

MIOZZO SRL
Via E. Fermi 15
35010 - SALETTO DI VIGODARZERE PD - ITALY
+39 049 767451
+39 049 8845941
miozzo@miozzosrl.com
www.miozzosrl.com

pipes, piping

MOLITECNICA SUD SNC
Cda Torre La Macchia
70022 - ALTAMURA BA - ITALY
+39 080 3101016
+39 080 3146832
info@molitecnicasud.com
www.molitecnicasud.com

cereal milling equipment

MTD SRL
Via Volta 2
37026 - SETTIMO DI PESCANTINA VR - ITALY
+39 045 7157266
+39 045 7157360
info@mtdsrl.it
www.mtdsrl.it

feed equipment pellet mills

MULMIX SPA
Via Palladio 7, Marsango
35010 - CAMPO SAN MARTINO PD - ITALY
+39 049 9638211
+39 049 9630511
mulmix@mulmix.it
www.mulmix.it

feed equipment silos driers hammer mills

MUNDIALNYL DI MERONI GIUSEPPE
Via Socrate 17 A
22070 - CASNATE CON BERNATE CO - ITALY
+39 031 523089
+39 031 523482
info@mundialnyl.it
www.mundialnyl.t

texti les frames pasta driers

NAMAD DI MADDALENA NANNI
Via Diano d’Alba 5/7
00166 - ROMA RM - ITALY
+39 06 6140707
+39 03 61521537
info@namadimpianti.com
www.namadimpianti.com

analysis equipment

NATRO TECH SRL
Via Balilla 32
24058 - ROMANO DI LOMBARDIA BG - ITALY
+39 0363 916130
+39 0363 916190-299
info.natro-tech@mondigroup.com
www.mondigroup.com/natro

sacks filling machines

NEWPHARM SRL
Via Tremarende 24/B
35010 - SANTA GIUSTINA IN COLLE PD - ITALY
+39 049 9302876
+39 049 9320087
info@newpharm.it
www.newpharm.it

disinfestation
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MF TECNO SRL
Via Porziuncola 28
06081 - TORDANDREA D’ASSISI PG - ITALY
+39 075 8043623
+39 075 7827493
info@mft ecno.it
www.mft ecno.it

feed equipment packaging equipment sacks fi lling machi-
nes depalleti zers palleti zers palleti zing robots sti tching

MILL SERVICE SPA
Via A. Meucci 2
35037 - TEOLO PD - ITALY
+39 049 8978743
+39 049 8978780
info@ms-italia.com
www.ms-italia.com

cereal milling equipment

MIOZZO SRL
Via E. Fermi 15
35010 - SALETTO DI VIGODARZERE PD - ITALY
+39 049 767451
+39 049 8845941
miozzo@miozzosrl.com
www.miozzosrl.com

pipes, piping

MOLITECNICA SUD SNC
Cda Torre La Macchia
70022 - ALTAMURA BA - ITALY
+39 080 3101016
+39 080 3146832
info@molitecnicasud.com
www.molitecnicasud.com

cereal milling equipment

MTD SRL
Via Volta 2
37026 - SETTIMO DI PESCANTINA VR - ITALY
+39 045 7157266
+39 045 7157360
info@mtdsrl.it
www.mtdsrl.it

feed equipment pellet mills

MULMIX SPA
Via Palladio 7, Marsango
35010 - CAMPO SAN MARTINO PD - ITALY
+39 049 9638211
+39 049 9630511
mulmix@mulmix.it
www.mulmix.it

feed equipment silos driers hammer mills

MUNDIALNYL DI MERONI GIUSEPPE
Via Socrate 17 A
22070 - CASNATE CON BERNATE CO - ITALY
+39 031 523089
+39 031 523482
info@mundialnyl.it
www.mundialnyl.t

texti les frames pasta driers

NAMAD DI MADDALENA NANNI
Via Diano d’Alba 5/7
00166 - ROMA RM - ITALY
+39 06 6140707
+39 03 61521537
info@namadimpianti.com
www.namadimpianti.com

analysis equipment

NATRO TECH SRL
Via Balilla 32
24058 - ROMANO DI LOMBARDIA BG - ITALY
+39 0363 916130
+39 0363 916190-299
info.natro-tech@mondigroup.com
www.mondigroup.com/natro

sacks filling machines

NEWPHARM SRL
Via Tremarende 24/B
35010 - SANTA GIUSTINA IN COLLE PD - ITALY
+39 049 9302876
+39 049 9320087
info@newpharm.it
www.newpharm.it

disinfestation
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NICCOLAI TRAFILE SRL
Via Cardarelli 19 - Z I Sant’Agosti no
51100 - PISTOIA PT - ITALY
+39 0573 92731
+39 0573 934394
niccolai@niccolaitrafi le.it
www.niccolai.com

pasta machines dies washing machines dough sheeter 
cutti  ng machines

OBR DI BULGARELLI & C SNC
Via Parri 3
42045 - LUZZARA RE - ITALY
+39 0522 976972
+39 0522 970909
obr@obr.it
www.obr.it

ancillary equipment cereal milling equipment feed equi-
pment

OCRIM SPA
Via Massarotti   76
26100 - CREMONA CR - ITALY
+39 0372 4011
+39 0372 412692
info@ocrim.com
www.ocrim.com

cereal milling equipment silos roller mills cleaners pneu-
mati c conveyors purifi ers degerminators washers hammer 
mills

OFFICINE LOPORCARO SAS
Via Del Grano 1 - Z.I.
70022 - ALTAMURA BA - ITALY
+39 080 3101167
+39 080 3101307
info@loporcaro.it
www.loporcaro.it

cereal milling equipment

OFFICINE MINUTE SRL
Via Roma 139
31020 - VILLORBA TV - ITALY
+39 0422 919178
+39 0422 911192
info@offi  cineminute.it
www.offi  cineminute.it

fl our feed rice mills handling and storage

OLI SPA
Via Canalazzo 35
41036 - MEDOLLA MO - ITALY
+39 0535 410611
+39 0535 410650
info@olivibra.com
www.olivibra.com

vibrators

OLOCCO SRL
Via Del Santuario 41
12045 - FOSSANO CN - ITALY
+39 0172 692579
+39 0172 692578
olocco@olocco.it
www.olocco.eu

ancillary equipment valves pipe fi tti  ngs pneumati c con-
veyors

PAF SRL
Via Enrico Fermi 6
35136 - CASELLE DI SELVAZZANO PD - ITALY
+39 049 630850
+39 049 631952
info@paf-aspirazione.com
www.pafgroup.eu

aspirators, suction units, exhaust units, pneumatic 
conveyorsstrainers

PAGANI IMBALLAGGI SNC
Via G. Morandi 32
21047 - SARONNO VA - ITALY
+39 02 96701343
+39 02 96701377
info@paganiimballaggi.com
www.paganiimballaggi.com

bundling machines sacks fi lling machines palleti zers de-
palleti zers palleti zing robots sealing welding machines 
pallet wrapping, hooding machines

PAGLIERANI SRL
Via Santarcangiolese 5
47825 - TORRIANA RN - ITALY
+39 0541 311111
+39 0541 675460
info@paglierani.com
www.paglierani.com

bundling machines sacks fi lling machines palleti zers depal-
leti zers palleti zing robots sealing welding machines pallet 
wrapping, hooding machines fi lling closing machines
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PARTISANI SRL
Via Buli 2
47122 - FORLI’ FC - ITALY
+39 0543 796165
+39 0543 723237
info@parti sani.com
www.parti sani.it

cereal milling equipment cleaners, stone mills

PAVAN GROUP
Via Monte Grappa 8
35015 - GALLIERA VENETA PD - ITALY
+39 049 9423111
+39 049 9415490
info@pavan.com
www.pavan.com

pasta machines pasta presses pasta driers fresh pasta 
machinery extruders micro-wave cooking fresh pasta  
pasteurizers dough sheeter MAP packaging machines

PERTEN INSTRUMENTS ITALIA SRL
Via Della Stazione Di Ciampino 24
00118 - ROMA - ITALY
+39 06 9385909
+39 06 93802520
info@perten.it
www.perten.it

analysis equipment moisture testers

PETKUS TECHNOLOGIE GMBH
Via F. Gualerzi 18/2
42124 - REGGIO EMILIA RE - ITALY
+39 0522 943612
+39 0522 943625
pelizzi@petkus.it
www.petkus.de

cleaners silos driers conveyors

PIZETA SRL
Via Europa 27
35015 - GALLIERA VENETA PD - ITALY
+39 049 9470669
+39 049 9471739
info@pizeta.com
www.pizeta.com

pasta machines feeders, proporti oners, dosers silos con-
veyors hplc extractors sieves pneumati c conveyors vibra-
tors sift ers dust collectors, cyclones screws, worms bucket 
elevators mills plansift er extruders compressors dough 
loaders proofers rollers sti rrers, shakers fi lters weighers, 
scales PLC tapes, conveyor belts texti les air compressors

PLAMATIC SRL
Via Flero 46
25125 - BRESCIA BS - ITALY
+39 030 5033053
+39 030 7776696
info@plamati c.it
www.plamati c.it

screws, worms

PLP LIQUID SYSTEMS SRL
Via Provinciale SP 21,303
29018 - LUGAGNANO VAL D’ARDA PC - ITALY
+39 0523 891629
+39 0523 891013
info@plp-liquidsystems.net
www.plp-liquidsystems.net

recycling plants

RAMBALDO ANTONIO
Via Tessara 9/11
35010 - SANTA MARIA DI NON - CURTAROLO PD - ITALY
+39 049 557094
+39 049 9623322
info@rambaldoantonio.com
www.rambaldoantonio.com

ancillary equipment

RICCIARELLI SPA
Via U. Mariotti   143 - Z I SANT’AGOSTINO
51100 - PISTOIA PT - ITALY
+39 0573 44571
+39 0573 933223
info@ricciarellispa.it
www.ricciarellispa.it

weighers, scales

RIMA ARTICOLI TECNICI
Via Viazza Sinistra 2
40050 - MEZZOLARA DI BUDRIO BO - ITALY
+39 051 805912
+39 051 805912
rimarti colitecnici@libero.it
www.rimapack.it

sti tching sacks fi lling machines ancillary equipment
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S.COM SRL
Via Pierobon 31
35010 - LIMENA PD - ITALY
+39 049 8848090
+39 049 8848070
info@sicom-italy.com
www.sicom-italy.com

cereal milling equipment roller mills plansift er purifi ers 
pneumati c conveyors extractors silos cleaners

SCHULE F.H. MUHLENBAU GMBH
Dieselstrasse 5-9
D 21465 - REINBEK - GERMANY
+49 40727710
+49 4072771710
schule@amandus-kahl-group.de
www.schulefood.de

cleaners bleachers plansift er

SCOLARI SRL
Via Romiglia 2
25050 - PADERNO FRANCIACORTA BS - ITALY
+39 030 6848012
+39 030 6848032
info@scolarisrl.com
www.scolarisrl.com

fl our, feed, rice mills
driers

SEFAR ITALIA SRL
Via Nazioni Unite 44
10093 - COLLEGNO TO - ITALY
+39 011 42001
+39 011 3827253
info@sefar.it
www.sefar.it

ancillary equipment texti les frames

SIAT SRL
Via Circonvallazione Ovest 53
40050 - CASTELLO D’ARGILE BO - ITALY
+39 051 977027
+39 051 977252
info@siat.it
www.siat.it

brushes

SIMA SRL
Via Marmolada 15 - Z I Nord
31027 - SPRESIANO TV - ITALY
+39 0422 881034
+39 0422 888533
info@simaimpianti .net
www.simaimpianti .net

ancillary equipment dust collectors, cyclones aspirators, 
sucti on units, exhaust units

SIRCEM CM SPA
Via Armando Diaz 19
84018 - SCAFATI SA - ITALY
+39 081 8631205
+39 081 8630301
sircem@sircem.it
www.sircem.it

pasta machines silos feeders, proporti oners, dosers pneu-
mati c conveyors fi lters bucket elevators control panels 
industrial pc

STOLZ GERICO ITALIA SRL
Via Colombo 75 E
35043 - MONSELICE PD - ITALY
+39 0429 74531
+39 0429 73795
info@stolz-gerico.it
www.stolz-gerico.it

silos driers

STORCI SPA
Via Lemignano 6
43044 - COLLECCHIO PR - ITALY
+39 0521 543611
+39 0521 543621
sales-storci@storci.com
www.storci.com

pasta machines fresh pasta machinery pasta presses pasta 
driers fresh pasta pasteurizers dough sheeter

TECALIT SRL
Via Leonardo 60
35018 - SAN MARTINO DI LUPARI PD - ITALY
+39 049 9460985
+39 049 5953771
tecalit@tecalit.it
www.tecalit.it

pasta machines pasta presses pasta driers
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TECHNOBINS SRL
Via P. Nenni 4
42048 - RUBIERA RE - ITALY
+39 0522 943002
+39 0522 494105
techbins@ti n.it
www.technobins.it

material handling and storage silos

TECNOGRAIN CARLINI SRL
Via Aldo Moro 23
46010 - CURTATONE MN - ITALY
+39 0376 478584
+39 0376 478530
info@tecnograin.com
www.tecnograin.com

refrigerati ng units

TMG IMPIANTI SPA
Via Regia 5
35018 - SAN MARTINO DI LUPARI PD - ITALY
+39 049 9467911
+39 049 9467900
sales@tmgimpianti .it
www.tmgimpianti .it

palleti zers depalleti zers carton packers case packers con-
veyors palleti zing robots carton erectors gluing machines 
carton staplers canning machines

TOREX SPA
Via Canalett o 139 A
41030 - SAN PROSPERO SULLA SECCHIA MO - ITALY
+39 059 8080811
+39 059 908204
torex@torex.it
www.torex.it

rotary valves loading spouts pinch valves

TUBIMONT SRL
Corso Asti  2 I
12050 - GUARENE CN - ITALY
+39 0173 228414
+39 0173 33272
info@tubimont.it
www.tubimont.it

feeders, proporti oners, dosers

VERDI SPA
Via Volta 7 1
42024 - CASTELNUOVO DI SOTTO RE - ITALY
+39 0522 683899
+39 0522 683086
info@verdispa.com
www.verdispa.com

ancillary equipment bucket elevators screws, worms con-
veyor belts level indicators

VOMM IMPIANTI E PROCESSI SPA
Via Curiel 252
20089 - ROZZANO MI - ITALY
+39 02 57510808
+39 02 57510909
vomm@vomm.it
www.vomm.it

granulati ng machines cookers pasta driers kneaders, 
mixers fresh pasta machinery fresh pasta pasteurizers ex-
truders granulators

WAM ITALIA SPA
Via di Sott o 9/A
41032 - PONTE MOTTA DI CAVEZZO MO - ITALY
+39 0535 740111
+39 0535 740100
gianni.salvioli@wamgroup.com
www.wamgroup.com

material handling and storage ancillary equipment 
conveyors valves

WAMGROUP SPA
Via Cavour 338
41032 - PONTE MOTTA DI CAVEZZO MO - ITALY
+39 0535 618111
+39 0535 618226
info@wam.it
www.wamgroup.it

material handling and storage ancillary equipment con-
veyors valves

ZANIN F.LLI SRL
Viale Delle Industrie 1
31032 - CASALE SUL SILE TV - ITALY
+39 0422 785444
+39 0422 785805
info@zanin-italia.com
www.zanin-italia.com

driers ancillary equipment
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